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Preface

BACKGROUND

carbon dioxide and its greenhouse gas equivalents
in the atmosphere before land-clearing and
industrialization in the 18th century was about
265 parts per million (ppm). It is now nearly 400
ppm. To stabilize concentrations at 450-550 ppm
will require major reductions in carbon emissions
beginning immediately. And the 450-550 level
is not safe; stabilization must be succeeded by
reductions in concentration, which will take more
than a century at natural rates of absorption
Warming at this magnitude is likely to be greater
than any since the large and abrupt Younger
Dryas event 11,000 years ago. “Warming as large
and rapid as that projected for the twenty-first
century might be expected to create severe
problems for natural ecosystems and human
societies. Indeed, evidence from past climate
changes of similar magnitude point to major
impacts, which, if humans had been present in
numbers like today, would have been disastrous”
(Pittock 2005, 21).

Global warming is now recognized as fact almost
without question. Arguments to the contrary put
forth twenty years ago are no longer credible, and
only the most extreme critics still contend that the
changes we see are natural, not caused by human
activities. The question now is not whether global
warming is taking place, but how serious its
consequences will be.
Over the twentieth century, the Earth’s average
global surface temperature increased .6° Celsius
(1.08° Fahrenheit). Estimates made in 2004 of
the amount of warming we will experience in this
century suggested a likely range of 2.4 to 5.4°C
(4.3 to 9.7°F), but a more recent paper (2005) by
a team of Oxford University scientists suggests
a significantly hotter range of possibilities: 2 to
11°C (3.6 to 19.8°F), pushing the most likely
value upward.
Darkening the picture further, the greenhouse
gases already put into the atmosphere will have
effects lasting centuries. The concentration of
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Preface, continued

RELEVANT TRENDS

It is too late to avoid the effects of global
warming. But it is not too late to assemble
and project strategies and tools to allow us to
adapt (Figure 1). To be able to deal with the
great challenges of emissions reductions that
will be necessary on a global scale to mitigate
the worst of the greenhouse changes— while
improving or even maintaining our quality of
life—will require that we rise above the widely
diverse environmental challenges that now will
confront local regions and communities. Change
will not be uniform. Some regions will be hotter
and drier; some will be wetter. Around the
world’s coastlines, all habitats will experience
rising waters (16 of the world’s 19 cities rated
as megacities in 2005 were on a coast). Weather
events will become more intense and more
frequent. And a host of induced plagues will
follow on from these climatic disruptions. Our
passport to survival will be our capacity to adapt.

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World

Trends initiated by emerging technologies,
changing environmental conditions, and evolving
social change will have real impact on the
situation. Among such trends are:
Population Growth
Population growth continues to soar around the
world. Particularly in developing countries, but
also in countries with significant immigration
(such as the United States), rates of population
increase are putting heavy demands on available
resources. Although estimates for a final
asymptote have decreased, world population is
still expected to top 9 billion by 2050. It is now
6.64 billion.
Population Movements
A combination of forces is creating a movement
of people from rural to urban environments.
In the developing countries, it is the perception
that better jobs are in the cities. In the developed
countries, it is the renaissance of the city as a
cultural center coupled with the progression of
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Preface, continued

societies from agriculture to manufacturing to
service to information economies. In 2005 for the
first time, the world’s population was more urban
than rural.

Increasing expectations
The growing availability and capabilities of
communications such as cellular telephones,
satellite and cable TV, and the Internet are
providing people with daily knowledge of living
conditions, problems, products, threats and
services everywhere. As the media create new and
faster avenues of communication, they also raise
levels of awareness and create expectations that
both fuel demand and encourage willingness to
change.

Energy Resource Depletion
World petroleum resources are reaching the
point where additions to reserves no longer equal
reductions from production. Estimates for final
peak production vary from 2005 to a just a few
years from now. The world economy, deeply
committed to petroleum as fuel resource, must
meet its energy needs by other means in the near
future.

Internet Penetration
Computer use and Internet access grow
exponentially every year. Information of
encyclopedic detail can be obtained more and
more easily, and complex, sophisticated processes
can be used remotely. Access to high-quality
communications and sophisticated computer
tools are increasingly available to individuals and
groups anywhere. In the United States, Internet
penetration reached 67% in 2005, and some
Asian and European countries surpass that.

Diminishing Water Resources
Water supplies are already becoming precious
resources in many parts of the world. Today,
one-third of the world lives in water-stressed
countries; by 2050, two-thirds will be in similar
circumstances—including significant parts of the
U.S. As regions are strained by greater demand,
new efficiencies in water distribution, use,
purification and reuse will be mandatory.
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Preface, continued
PROJECT STATEMENT
Emerging Technologies
The pace of technological change continues to
accelerate, bringing new science to industrial,
institutional and governmental uses at an ever
quickening pace. Most notable among many
promising fields, major technological innovations
can be expected in the new disciplines of
molecular nanotechnology, robotics and the
biosciences.

Using Structured Planning methodology, conduct
an advanced planning project to develop a
portfolio of strategies, processes and system
concepts that can be custom-tailored to threats of
a hotter/drier environment as they may massively
affect a locality or region.
The proposal should:
1. treat all concepts as adaptive tools, adaptive to
site conditions at implementation, adaptive over
time to changing capabilities and conditions.
2. consider the full spectrum of environmental
planning from anticipation to preparedness to
implementation to restoration.
3. collect and incorporate best practices as
they are known to organizations, agencies and
planning experts throughout the emerging global
warming community.
4. anticipate and plan for networked
operational cooperation among affected and
spared communities locally, regionally and
internationally.
5. seek out and favor concepts that maximize
economic, social and/or environmental benefits
beyond their primary function to alleviate the
effects of global warming.

New Relationships
Greater public mobility and access to information
is changing the nature of association for many
individuals and organizations. Organizations
that once operated in isolation are now players
in a common environment. Sometimes the
emerging relationships are competitive, sometimes
cooperative, and new forms of relationship can be
expected to be created as conditions evolve.
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Preface, continued

GOALS

costs. Treat costs as you would treat those for
catastrophe insurance; err on the cautious side
and hedge your bet with ancillary economic
benefits.

As general guidelines the project should:
· Explore a full range of possibilities, paying
especial attention to the products of emerging
technologies successfully advancing through
research and development.

· Conceive the properties and features of the
concepts as means to build trust and cooperation
between communities. Some will be lucky; others
will not; means for the support of others will need
to be core tools for all.

· Include ideas for processes, tools, systems
and products—including procedures, services,
activities, organizational concepts and any
relevant relationships among them.

Overall, the solution should:
· Assume that the proposal can be acted upon
as it is conceived. Do not underpropose on the
assumption that a concept might be politically
opposed.

· Explore revolutionary as well as evolutionary
ideas.
· Plan for communication processes by means of
which other localities, regions and states can learn
of and implement successful procedures.

· Demonstrate what might be achieved. The
value of the proposal is in its ideas, not its
certain attainability. Ideas that might not be fully
attainable or feasible today may be achieved
tomorrow—if they are known.

· Consider potential costs and funding
thoughtfully; proposals should not incorporate
unnecessary frills, but should not ignore
perilous outcomes with low risk simply to avoid
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About Structured Planning
STRUCTURED PLANNING

winning projects, NanoPlastics and Aerotecture,
were widely publicized in Europe and Japan; in
1995, the National Parks project developed plans
for the future of the U. S. National Park Service.
In 2001, Access to Justice, a project sponsored
by the National Center for State Courts, was
implemented for use in state courts across the
United States, and in 2005, four projects on
Home, Play, Work and Health were inalists
in four of the five competition categories for
Denmark’s INDEX Awards, the world’s richest
design prizes. As the process has evolved, it has
become an increasingly useful planning tool
for products, systems, services, processes and
organizations. It is now being used commercially.

Structured Planning is a process for finding,
structuring, using and communicating the
information necessary for design and planning
activities. It is a front-end process for developing
concepts thoroughly and cohesively.
A number of projects have been undertaken
with it and used to further its development.
Among nearly 100 of these, an early published
project for Chicago’s transit authority (CTA)
was Getting Around: Making the City Accessible
to Its Residents (1972). In 1983, the House of
the Future project won the Grand Prize in the
Japan Design Foundation’s First International
Design Competition. In 1985, the design of
a habitation module for Space Station was
undertaken for NASA. In 1987, the Aquatecture
project won the Grand Prize again in the Japan
Design Foundation’s Third International Design
Competition. In 1991, Project Phoenix on global
warming was honored as Environmental Category
Grand Winner in Popular Science magazine’s
“100 Greatest Achievements in Science and
Technology” for the year. In 1993, two award
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A diagram of the process, shown below, outlines
the activities that make up Structured Planning
and the working documents and final products
that are produced along the way. The following
general description follows the diagram. Where
products of the process are discussed here in the
abstract, it is possible to see specific examples
produced for this project in the appendices that
accompany this report.
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About Structured Planning, continued

I Project Definition
The Structured Planning process begins with
Project Initiation and the production of a
Charter. This is a “brief” that serves as an initial
communication vehicle between client and
planners. It contains background, context, basic
goals, a project statement that cuts to the heart
of the planning task, resources to be used, and
an initial set of issues to be investigated. Defining
Statements are mini “white papers” produced
in the Framework Development portion of
Project Definition. They focus the project within
the direction of the Charter, concentrating on
the issues and arguing specific directions that
the project should follow with regard to them.
Together with the Charter, they define the project.

each Activity. The result of the Activity Analyses
conducted is a Function Structure. Half of the
purpose of Action Analysis is the enumeration
of Functions. The other half is the development
of information about these Functions that
reveals insight about what happens as they are
performed. During Action Analysis, insights are
sought about why things go wrong in performing
some Functions, and how other Functions
manage to be performed well. These insights
are uncovered in the Design Factor Description
procedure and developed in documents that
become part of a qualitative knowledge base.
Activity Analyses record information at the
Activity level; Design Factors document insights
and ideas associated with Functions.

II Action Analysis
Any system can be viewed as a complex
entity working with its users in different ways
appropriate to its modes of operation. To plan
effectively, a planning team must recognize these
Modes, identify Activities that occur within
them, and isolate the Functions that the users
and system are intended to perform. within

To capture as fully as possible the ideas suggested
on Design Factors, Solution Element documents
are written in the Solution Element Description
portion of Action Analysis. These are one-page
documents designed to capture enough detail
about ideas to give them substance when they are
needed later. They have three important sections:
“Description” -- a short explanation, “Properties”
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About Structured Planning, continued

information in a Graph Construction process to
establish links between Functions.

-- what the idea is, and Features -- what the idea
does. The Solution Element form is the tool used
for committing ideas to paper.

Another program, VTCON, completes the
information structuring process. The graph
establishes paths through the Functions by
linking them when they are related, but, unlike
a road map, a graph is not naturally arranged
nicely for visual comprehension. In the Hierarchy
Construction activity, VTCON finds clusters of
highly interlinked Functions and organizes them
into a semi-lattice hierarchy, a very general form
of hierarchy most appropriate for planning. The
hierarchy is called an Information Structure.

The product of Action Analysis is three sets
of critical information: a set of Functions (the
Function Structure), a set of insights (Design
Factors) and a set of preliminary ideas.
III Information Structuring
Paradoxically, as useful as the Function
Structure is for establishing coverage, it is not
the best form of organization for developing
concepts. Reorganizing information for use in
concept development is the job of two computer
programs, RELATN and VTCON.

IV Synthesis
In its form from the VTCON program, the
Information Structure is simply a hierarchical
organization. Nodal points do not have names.
The task of Means/Ends Analysis is to create
labels for all nodal points in the hierarchy.
Moving bottom-up from the known Functions in
the bottom level clusters, the question is asked,
“To what end are these Functions means?” The
answering purpose, in turn is grouped with its

The controlling factor for whether two Functions
are associated from the planning standpoint is
not whether they are categorically “related” in
some manner, but whether a significant number
of their potential solutions are of concern to both.
Which Solution Elements are of concern to each
Function is established in an Interaction Analysis
procedure. The RELATN program then uses this
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About Structured Planning, continued

sibling nodes and viewed as means to a higher
level end. The process continues to a completely
labeled Information Structure.

development.
System Element Interaction compares System
Element with System Element in a search for
additional synergies that can contribute to
systemic qualities. More than simply recognizing
relationships, the planning team proactively seeks
out ways for System Elements to work together -to the extent of modifying one, the other, or both.
Changes are incorporated in the properties and
features of the individual System Elements.

The process is then reversed as a top-down,
structured brainstorming procedure: Ends/Means
Synthesis. In this process, the planning team asks
of high level nodes, “what means do we need to
meet this end?” As means are established, they
are treated in turn as new ends for which means
must be found, until the means become concrete
enough to be described as final elements of the
system (System Elements). Solution Elements
originally conceived for the Functions involved
are constantly reviewed as possible end products.
New ideas, however, are encouraged, and original
ideas are modified or combined in the light of the
means that evolve.

The last task, System Element Description,
completes the write-up of System Elements as
specifications, including a succinct description,
all relevant properties and features, and
extensive Discussion and Scenario sections that
contain detailed expositions of the ideas in both
conceptual and operational terms.

During Solution Evaluation, features of
the System Elements are evaluated for their
contribution to fulfillment of Functions in
their part of the Information Structure. If there
are unfulfilled Functions, this is the signal to
return to the Ends/Means process for additional

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World

V Communication
Because the result of the Structured Planning
process is a complex system, usually with a
number of System Elements, a Communication
Structure is frequently included as an aid to
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About Structured Planning, continued

understanding. This is created during Concept
Organization by the VTCON program from an
assessment of how important the System Elements
are to each other’s operation. Using this structure,
the reader can understand the system and
navigate its concepts with greater efficiency.
The product of the Structured Planning process,
assembled in the Project Completion section, is a
Conceptual Plan, made up of an Overview that
provides background and introduces the system,
the System Elements that describe the ideas and
their relationships, and Appendices that contain
all relevant support information, including the
Defining Statements, Design Factors, Function
Structure and Information Structure.
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Methodology Diagram (part I)

what relevant trends are
creating new needs?
what needs should the
project address?
what are some of the key
issues involved?
what resources can be
brought to bear?

what additional issues surface from research?
what positions should the
project take on the
issues?
how strongly should the
positions be regarded?

what happens within this system?
or
what should happen within this system?

what problems arise
when Functions are performed?

who are all the users of this projected system?

What insights can be
gained about why things
go right or wrong?

how can the system best be represented as a balanced
collection of activities?

what ideas can be generated to take advantage of
these insights?

which Functions
what is it that makes this
solution work?

are related?

how do the solution ideas support or obstruct the performance of

what does this solution do
to make it useful?

II Action Analysis

Project
Initiation

Framework
Development

Establishment of
project intent and
assembly of means
for proceeding

Examination of critical
issues and articulation
of framework positions

1. PROJECT
STATEMENT
2. BACKGROUND
3. TRENDS
4. GOALS
5. RESOURCES
6. SCHEDULE
7. METHODOLOGY
8. ISSUES

CHARTER
project guidelines

QUESTION AT
ISSUE
ALTERNATIVE
POSITIONS
ARGUMENT
POSITION

Activity
Analysis I
Modes of operation
and
Activities
of the system
MODES
Major conditions of
operation or behavior
(may have
SUBMODES)
ACTIVITIES
Purposeful
performance(s) within
each Mode

DEFINING
STATEMENTS
white papers
framing project

III Information Structuring

Activity Analyses

Solution
Elements

worksheets for
modeling activities

Activity
Analysis II
Analysis of Activities
to uncover Functions
and insights about them
(Design Factors )
ACTIVITIES
FUNCTIONS
Actions performed by
the system or by
users working with
the system

Design Factor
Description
Recognition and
elaboration of insights
OBSERVATION
EXTENSION
Creation of ideas for
using the insights
DESIGN STRATEGIES
SOLUTION
ELEMENTS

Solution Element
Description

Interaction
Analysis

Description and
annotation of ideas
inspired by the
insights of Design
Factors

Designation of
relationships between
Functions and
Solution Elements
Bi-directional Scale
+2 Strongly supports

BRIEF
DESCRIPTION

+1 Supports
0
–1 Obstructs
ment
–2 Strongly obstructs

PROPERTIES
"what it is"
FEATURES
"what it does"

Graph of
Functions

Graph
Construction
Operations with the
RELATN computer
program (Phase 1)
COEFFICIENTS OF
INTERACTION
Selection of threshold
for link strength from
histogram
Operations with the
RELATN computer
program (Phase 2)
GRAPH

FUNCTION
STRUCTURE

DESIGN
FACTORS

System Functions
organized by
analysis

insights with
associated ideas

• Modes
• Activities
• Functions

milestone
client checkpoint

Relationship
Data File

Working
Hierarchy

Hierarchy
Construction
Operations with the
VTCON computer
program
DECOMPOSITION
PRIMARY CLUSTERS
Evaluation, reruns
Operations with the
VTCON computer
program
HIERARCHICAL
CONDENSATION

Functions

Activity
Structure

Functions ?

which Functions should we look at together in order to create
a more systemic solution?

milestone
client checkpoint

milestone
client checkpoint

Writing Formats
Project Statement
<action>

Constraint
"must" must be done

Mode
<noun> class format

Mode
<noun> class format

<object of planning>
<goal>

Objective
"should" should be done

Activity
<gerund> duration format

Activity
<gerund> duration format

Directive
"ought to" ought to be done

Function
<verb phrase> action format

Title:
content-descriptive
phrase
Observation:
distilled sentence

Properties:
<noun phrase>

Activity
Structure

Features:
<verb phrase>

Design
Factors

Extension:
open-ended explanation of
insight

working
documents

documents

Design Strategies:
<imperative verb phrase>
Solution Elements:
<evocative adjective>
<noun>
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Methodology Diagram (part II)

what organizational
insights does the new
structure suggest?

what functionalities should
be shared on a broader
basis system-wide?

what new ideas are suggested by the association
of Functions ?
which of the Solution Elements can be used as is?
which Solution Elements

is there coverage for all
Functions in the System
Elements ?

what additional features
need to be incorporated?

how can the functionality
of both System Elements
be improved if they work
together?

what would happen to the
system if these relationships were extended?

associations?

what properties and features are essential to the
working of the concept?
how can the ideas be
explained best, both for
what they are and how
they are used?
what else can be communicated as a help to the
detail design team?

how can the reader best
navigate the System
Elements ?
what additional understanding can be gained
through hierarchical
organization?

IV Synthesis
Preliminary
System
Elements

System Element
Relationship
Matrix

System Element
Interaction

Means/Ends
Analysis

Ends/Means
Synthesis

Solution
Evaluation

Final synthesis of
concepts to
accomplish purposes

Check of concepts
against Functions of
the cluster

MEANS

END

What END are the
subset clusters the
MEANS to?

END

MEANS

What MEANS are
necessary to
accomplish this END ?

FEATURES
vs
FUNCTIONS
Do Features satisfy
Functions ?

SYSTEM ELEMENTS
1. Existing solutions

YES:

CONTINUE

3. Speculative new
solutions

NO:

ADD, ADD TO,
OR MODIFY
SYSTEM
ELEMENTS

FEATURES and
PROPERTIES

INFORMATION
STRUCTURE

Comparison of
System Elements with
each other for the
addition of synergistic
features
SYSTEM ELEMENT
vs
SYSTEM ELEMENT
Establishment of new
relationships;
Determination of
relationship strengths

System Element
Description
Final description of
concepts
COMPONENTS
1. Description
2. Properties
3. Features
4. Discussion
5. Scenario
6. Related System
Elements

8. Associated Design
Factors

design

• bottom-up
recomposition
• cross-functional
associations

how can the reader track
back ideas to the problems that inspired them?

Concept
Organization

Project
Completion

Organization of
System Elements for
communication and
understanding

Consolidation of
information into a
Conceptual Plan

RELATIONSHIPS
(from System Element
Interacton)

MAIN COMPONENTS
1. Overview
2. Communication
Structure
3. System Elements

GRAPH

APPENDICES

Graph decomposition
and condensation by
VTCON computer
program

2. Function Structure
3. Design Factors
4. Information Structure

SYSTEM ELEMENT
RELATIONSHIPS

SYSTEM
ELEMENTS

System Functions
organized for
synthesis

what supplementary materials will be of the greatest
help?

V Communication

Elaborated
System
Elements

Labeling of primary
Function clusters
and higher-level
superset clusters;
the rediscovery of
purpose — seen
freshly

how should the system
concept be introduced?

milestone
client checkpoint

COMMUNICATION
STRUCTURE

CONCEPTUAL
PLAN

System Elements
organized for
understanding

concept brief for
design project

• linkage for
navigation
• associations
functionality

by

milestone
client checkpoint

Writing Formats
Level 1-2 nodes:
Activity format

Means:
<imperative verb phrase>

Features:
<verb phrase>

Activity
Structure

Level 3+ nodes:
Mode format

Design
Factors
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Introduction

countries throughout the world. Global warming
has brought on a phenomenon slowly gathering
attention – of a people forced to migration under
the pressures of desertification, referred to as
environmental refugees. Unlike refugees of natural
disaster (such as a tsunami or hurricane), victims
of desertification do not encounter sudden impact
and change to their natural environment. On the
contrary, the change they experience is completely
lacking of a singular defining moment of change,
and therefore does not demand the attention
of global media coverage that would flock to a
devastating earthquake.

According to a 2004 United Nations
Environmental Program (UNEP) study, each year
3% of the earth’s freshwater is consumed by the
domestic sector and 4% by the industrial sector,
leaving the remaining 93% to be consumed by
the agricultural sector. This staggering division
of consumptions puts into perspective the vast
socio-economic structures built globally around
agriculture. Having said this, it serves as quite
a pressing matter to realize that currently more
than 70% of the earth’s dryland is affected by
desertification. Directly this means that sources
of water are slowly dissipating, lakes drying
up, rivers transforming to thinned-out streams,
and soil mineral content dropping so low it can
no longer sustain agriculture. With so much of
the world’s infrastructure relying on agriculture
for food and employment, it should come as
great concern that the lifeline of this sector is
threatened at such a grand scale.

“In 1998, for the first time,
more people were forced to
leave their homes because
of environmental disaster
than because of war.”

Annual reductions in crop yield are a clear and
immediate side-effect of these stresses on water
supply. Less clearly defined are the common
occurrences that follow, especially in developing

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World
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Introduction, continued

competition in the agriculture sector through
channels opened by expanded globalization,
coupled with the growing challenges of small
farms to cope with the difficulties posed by global
warming. Faced with such challenges, the rural
sector becomes drawn to the hopes of greater
opportunity in the city.
These examples leave us with clear guidelines as
to focal points that are addressed in this initiative
for adaptation to the impacts of global warming.
A great emphasis must be placed on solutions for
the agricultural sector, tying in closely with the
needs of a growing urban population. It brings to
light the opportunity for a closer analysis of the
relationships linking the needs of rural and urban
citizens.

Source: UNEP, 1999

In this scenario we see a direct correlation
between the affects of diminishing water sources
and another powerful trend taking place – that of
mass population movements. Included here are
the tens of thousands of environmental refugees
who reach a point each year where they simply
cannot continue bearing the harsh circumstances
of remote, desertified regions. They are joined in
ranks by a growing shift taking place throughout
the world, of rural migration into urban
environments. This is largely due to increased

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World

It is worthwhile to note the incredible affects vast
technological advancements have had in helping
to better frame the challenges for adaptation
to life in a hotter, drier world. From elaborate
devices for high-precision data collection, to
remote-sensing satellite imaging tools, there is
an entire spectrum of technologies to facilitate
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Introduction, continued

the finite facets of research collection. It appears
our advancements have entered us into a new
realm of possibilities, testing our ability to tailor
seamless networks while maximizing our reach
and efficiency in managing more dense clusters of
data. Furthermore, powerful communication tools
and a public audience that have vastly adapted
to information access via internet channels have
established new possibilities to educate an eager
audience.
At a high level these examples begin to unfold
the complexities brought on by the onset
of global warming. It not only bears direct
impact on the lives of agricultural communities
around the world, but ripples through a chain
of consequences affecting spread of disease,
increased frequency of related natural disasters,
and a potentially massive economic toll, especially
on the most developed of global infrastructures.
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Understanding

KNOWLEDGE, TALENT
MANAGEMENT (KTM) CENTER
Discussion:
This Strategy for living in hotter, drier world, as
climate changes to hotter and drier weather, there
will be an increasing need to manage its resources
and projects effectively. Even at its current
scope of various solutions of tools, devices,
methodologies for the issues under the modes in
living hotter, drier world; framing of constraints,
strategies of coping, and asset management,
efficient and effective use of its resources could
speed the realization of its desire to become a
more visible and influential solutions assets.

Properties:

Features:

• Knowledge & talent

• Streamline procedure for

management
• organization Strategist and
process evaluation
• HD Think TankExperts
and thought leadership’s
personal homepage
• Hotter/Drier messenger &
virtual meeting tool
• Symposium and
consortium at HD messenger
• ProficientFlow

task-allocation and resource
investigation,
• Establish the organization’s
internal and external
communication networks
• Develop networking system
with thought leadership and
experts to put their ideas and
feedbacks on the word stage
• Initiate multi-partnerships
and standardize information
on resource investigation
• Provide technical assistance
for resource investigation
• Conduct resource-related
policy analysis and research
• Researching innovative
technologies
• Develop integrated
approaches to strategy and
environmental hazards

Looking at the life cycle of project teams, site
field researchers, aligned partners and agencies,
principally how they are brought together to solve
a problem and then how they are disbanded once
the problem has been solved, there are significant
opportunities to improve organizational work
flows and individual workflow; example include
providing a mechanism for assessment, creating
processes that ensure hotter & drier-related
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This department also facilitates interagency
cooperation and their efficiency for aligned
partners and agencies. It also promotes fairness
and consistency and identify resource needs and
constraints in the development process in doing
research in investigational research and strategies
development.

organization to strengthen management and
monitoring in its internal organization’s efficient
work flows, to strengthen interagency partnership
with aligned partners and agencies, to provide
information and technical assistance, and to
support hotter & drier related policy analysis
and technology research. Collectively called
KTM Center, an organization below in part or in
whole are designed to contribute to the successful
execution of research investigation of ‘massive
change’ for hotter drier world.

HD(hotter & drier) Think Tank is created by
KTM center to facilitate edgy fusion by effectively
marrying think tank capabilities and innovation
planning for effective strategies development
and implementation process in hotter and drier
climate change. It is an open source network
of web-based service for global hotter & drier
project consulting & communities, enabling
to access only for selected numbers of thought
leadership and experts by KTM center to
consult(validate & deploy) strategy development
process and to manage its necessary information.
Each expert has personal homepage like
Facebook or Flickr. In the personal homepage,
they upload their profile, previous projects, and
expertise fields and share their knowledge and
talents and provide advice and ideas on any

The first component is an department called
Strategists and process evaluation. Found on
KTM center’s internal organization to analyze
strategies impacts and strategies adoption rates
for KTM’s implemented strategies for hotter,
drier climate change. This dept. promotes
communication and conflict resolution among
local officials and residents. It encourages
responsive and informed decision-making and
also addresses the range of potential impacts
associated with a proposed development.
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without being actively involved in projects. The
visualized data from the ProficientFlow are such
as; status of current projects, understanding of
responsibilities of employee/staff’s involvement
in projects, and provision of accurate financial
information for analysis and decision making.

aspect of future planning and strategy for hotter
and drier climate change. HD Think Tank, as a
cross pollination network service of knowledge
and talents, is provided real-time virtual meeting
tool for communication and discussion of webbased symposiums and consortriums on specific
issues among members. Each member are also
provided Hotter/Drier Messengers (like AOL
messenger) to allow to communicate one another
more effectively by creating personal contact to
add buddies list in the Hotter/Drier Messenger
among the members working on same issues for
KTM Center.

For project managers in KTM center, the
ProficientFlow provide provision of accurate
financial information for budget analysis for them
such as; timeline view for resource planning, up
to date access to changes and information, access
information regarding time spent on projects,
instant access to current status of projects, ability
to track work pertaining to various projects,
tasks and employees, and easy recording of work
content for various projects.

For KTM Center’s internal staffs and employees,
its globally dispersed site field researchers, and
aligned partners and agencies are provided
ProficientFlow software. It is online/offline
software that allows KTM Center to manage
and track monitor globally dispersed researcher’s
streamline procedure for task allocation &
resource investigation. For executives in KTM
Center, by its visualized historical data of work
completed at any time for any particular project,
the executives can overview of current work

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World

For KTM Center’s staff/employees and its
associated site field researchers, the ProficientFlow
provides overview of time and timeline for
various tasks and projects such contents; easy
access to information pertaining to allocated
tasks, easy access to upload and download (to
transmit) research data, chart showing where
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allocated tasks fit within overall projects, a
use of receiving task related information from
Project on Manager, a use of sending task related
information to project manager in KTM center,
ability to track time spent on particular tasks.
For the aligned partners and agencies with KTM
Center, the ProficientFlow keeps them informed
through project communication feature such
as; page that they can upload project related
files, access to project information from where
there is an internet connection, page of solution
that allows client to be kept up to date with
the project, ability to review proposals, project
quotes, working visuals.
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Name:
Profile:

Employees:

Thought Leadership
& Experts

• Effective way of receiving task
related information from production
manager
• Easy access to information pertaining to allocated tasks

Name:
Profile:

Name:

HD
HDMessenger
Messenger

Profile:
Past Projects:

A
HD
HDMessenger
Messenger

A

B

B
send

Researchers:

• Overview of timeline for various
tasks and projects
• Sends task-related information to
project managers

B

Strategists and process evaluators

B
send

HD Think Tank

Executives

• Visualized historical data for any
particular project
• Overview of current work without
being actively involved in projects

Project Managers

• Up to date access to changes and
information
• Efficient delegation of work to appropriate employees

Allied Partners

• Access to project information
anywhere
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Scenario:
Martin is one of project managers at
Development & Impact Assessment Department
department in KTM Center. His team working
as site research field researchers at south part
of Africa uploaded KTM Center’s implemented
strategy impacts information, its adoption rates,
resource investigation data, and the regional
vulnerability information due to hotter, drier
climate change by ProficientFlow. Martin also
collected the data from another team, site
field researchers, working in Mongolia. The
both information are from the KTM Center’s
globally dispersed site field researchers. By the
ProficientFlow, not only receives data from the
field researchers, but also executes and monitors
their task allocation. Martin at KTM Center
see the visualized status of current projects,
so he develops provision of accurate financial
information for analysis and decision making for
further procedure of projects. Martin also sees
timeline view of for resource planning, up to date
access to changes, and information and its time
spent on projects. Then, Martin summarize the
data and input them on the pages to report to

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World

KTM Center’s aligned partners and agencies from
ProficientFlow.
Based on the collection of data from his site
field researcher teams, Martin and his staffs
from KTM Center analyze strategies’ impacts
by identifying each regional resource needs and
constraints from globally dispersed research
teams. After prototyping next strategies within
his teams for living in hotter, drier climate
changes, Martin looks for appropriate personnels
of thought leadership and experts from the
database of HD Think Tank. Then, Martin
creates discussion forum at HD Think Tank
homepage and invites the selected expert and
thought leadership personnels to validate and get
feedbacks on the prototype strategies. By the help
from HD Think Tank, Martin could develop and
improve the future strategies.
Martin, within KTM Center and by the uses of
its subset elements of Development & Impact
Assessment Department, and ProficientFlow
software, could strengthen and streamline
management and monitoring for KTM
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organizational work
flows. He also could
strengthen interagency
partnership and
relationship with site
field researchers. Martin
managed and executed
his teams of globally
dispersed researchers
around world by
supporting them with
providing appropriate
information and technical
assistance in collecting
data for implemented
strategies and in
developing and building
new strategies.
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EVALU WIDGET
Discussion:
Evaluating strategy is the process after the phase
of implementing strategy. The goal for evaluating
strategy is to find the problem of strategy and
improve the efficiency by revise the strategy.
From the mode of executing investigation,
monitoring resource to strategy planning of the
hotter/drier KTM center, the goals of every single
project has been set up.

Properties:

Features:

• A database links to Hotter/

• Set evaluation objectives
• Develop Set objectives for

drier KTM center.
• Evaluation control tool bar
• An evaluation process
interface
• Clear regional comparison
display for project manager

To know the efficiency of strategy, project
mangers evaluate the strategy goal against the
strategy Impact, which is sorted by database via
project and target.

evaluation
• Develop performance
indicator
• Set evaluation control
• Collect data
• Analyze data
• Summarize finding by
illustration
• Connect to project specific
database
• Track project flow
• Examine strategy goal

EvaluWidget is one of the managing tools
belonged to the Proficient Flow. EvaluWidget
helps the KTM project managers to manage
multiple projects simultaneously. It pools data
from predetermined regions into a singular source
and generates graphs and charts to visualize
project history.
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Scenario:
J. Lin now takes charge of 3 projects at the same
time, which are the Rainwater Collection. Urban
Agriculture, and Solar Farm. Every projects
are assigned to multinational teams all over the
world. A well organized project plan has defined
project goals and target strategy objectives.
EvaluWidget focuses on the quantitative data
for strategy impact analysis. EvaluWidget helps
J. Lin to get the data to evaluate project goals
and comparison of predetermined regions.
For example, J.Lin uses the EvaluWidget to
compare the project objective, “ 3% of rainwater
harnessing” of “Rainwater Collection” project
in India. The charts and graphs visualize
project history in different cities which is clear
quantitative comparison.
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Project
Managers

Project
Researchers
Rainwater
Collection

KTM

Calcutta
Delhi

Urban

Bombay
SolarFarm
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EVALU WIDGET
Features:
• Manages multiple
projects simultaneously

Rainwater Collection

02/01/2006

3% of rainwater harnessing

08/01/2006

• Pools data from
predetermined regions into a
singular source

Calutta

3.76%

Delhi

2.88%

• Generates graphs and charts
to visualize project history

Bombay

-2.3%

-

India
1d

1w

1m

3m

6m

1y

2y

Re-

Feb
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STANDARD FIT
Discussion:
Monitoring environmental conditions such as
temperature, air quality, water availability, and
ground quality require highly precise measuring
devices to facilitate accurate and fast readings.
Researchers have various methods and collection
methods to obtain a certain level of information.
When data is compiled and analyzed, original
methods and standards are unknown, making
the results inconsistent and often inaccurate.
Problems are likely to occur when researchers are
new to a team and unfamiliar with the location
or conditions being monitored. Although field
researchers are usually familiar with the issues,
inconsistency is unavoidable. New methods are
easily misinterpreted and manipulated which
results in frequent miscalculation.
KTM partners with research teams on a global
scale. Managers linked to projects through
ProficientFlow are often responsible for multiple
teams and have various projects to attend
to. In order to insure the research is being

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World

Properties:

Features:

• Standardizes global data

Provides researchers
information about their
exact location
• Creates a means to gather,
store, and share research
efficiently
• Guides field researchers
through specific tasks
to create common data
collection methods
• Accepts and delivers
transmissions from central
KTM center regarding
research findings
• Standardizes data
collection and quantifies
information
• Provides core computing
and communication
capabilities for field
researchers
• Sends emergency
notifications with positioning
coordinates to KTM

collection
• Guides researchers through
data collection process
• Updates central database
instantly
• Solar chargeable battery
• Durable construction for
field use
• Links researchers
worldwide
• Weather resistant
• Connection to central
database via satellite
• Global positioning (GPS)
capabilities
• Digital camera
• Touch screen control
• Attachments for various
devices
• Attachable monitor and
printer
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accurately obtained from these sites worldwide,

StandardFit is linked to the KTM center and
informs the warning notification system of
emergency situations, accurate readings are of
high importance. Members linked to projects
through ProficientFlow can access the data
at any point in the process. They can use the
EvaluWidget to visualize the data and track
progress and development on their respective
project.

instructional information and guidance is
provided via StandardFit technology. The
information is communicated through a hand
held PDA device that is portable and can actually
be applied to a variety of testing tools. While a
researcher is conducting a test, they can attach the
StandardFit to the tool. The StandardFit provides
information on the screen to inform the user of
the proper testing procedures. . Instructional
diagrams, step by step guidelines and images can
be accessed trough the device. Sound is also used
to convey information when a test is finished or
when something has been preformed incorrectly
or out of sequence.

Scenario:
Sara joined the KTM research division just last
month and has been assigned to work with the
team studying water scarcity in India. Previously,
Sara was working as a research manager in
medicine and field research at the local hospital,
studying neurobiology. She is excited about her
recent career change and is anxious to get out in
the field after spending so many years laboring
in the confining walls of the hospital. Her new
responsibilities are to work with her team mate
Bill to assess the issue of water scarcity in India
which is increasing poverty in several regions and
competition for water stands as a major threat to

StandardFit comes equipped with a solar
chargeable battery, which allows researchers
working in remote, often very warm and sunny
regions to recharge the device when they are
working far from power sources for long periods
of time. The portable solar charger is compact
and light in weight, lending itself to traveling
research teams who are limited on space.
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After doing some background research, Sara
feels confident to visit India in order to further
investigate the problem they face. Since this is
Sara’s first assignment, she will be accompanied
by an experienced partner, familiar with the
issues. They will travel many hours to India’s
Punjab Region where they will set up camp and
spend 3 weeks studying and monitoring water
levels, and irrigation methods of surrounding
regions. Since river pollution is also a major
concern for India, they will study samples of river
water to assess quality and safety.

future advances in poverty alleviation.
Sara needed conduct her own secondary research
to familiarize herself with the current issues of
water scarcity in India. Through her research,
Sara learned that many countries in India are
entering an era of severe water shortage and in
the first quarter of the next century 2.7 billion
people or a third of the world’s population will
experience severe water scarcity. Many experts
in the field agree that the quantity of water is
more important than the quality in terms of
its impact on human health. However, water
scarcity leads to declining water quality and
pollution, which has an especially adverse impact
on the poor. Many of the poorest people in
developing countries are forced to drink water
that is unfit for human consumption. They suffer
from a range of skin-related and other health
problems. Irrigation has played a central role in
poverty reduction in the past. But the growing
scarcity and competition for water and the over
exploitation of groundwater resources are putting
the poor in irrigated areas at great risk.

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World

When Sara and Bill arrive to the Punjab
region they are greeted by local research teams
collaborating with the KTM center. They
are working on another assessment of the
groundwater, but are there to support Sara
and Bill. The team contacts KTM center via
StandardFit to let them know they have arrived
successfully at their site. After a good nights rest,
the team is ready to begin their investigation.
They venture out into the Indian countryside to a
river they have chosen to examine today.
When they reach the site they set up their
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equipment. Sara collects the water sample. Bill
teaches her how to attach StandardFit to the
collection tool to make sure the sample has been
taken from the appropriate depth in the river.
The screen prompts Sara to enter her personal
Password and User Name to track user input.
After entering specifics about time, date, location,
and air temperature, Sara uses the hand held
device to scroll through the various test options
until she comes to the water testing category.
When she finally comes to her specific test, she
presses GO. StandardFit tells her to insert the
water collection tube. When she immerses to tube
deep enough, the device flashes STOP and beeps
to warn the user they have reached the correct
spot and it is time to stop and remove the tube.
This is the perfect tool for Sara, who is a novice
water monitor and who is unsure about what she
is doing. This is also a great tool for Ted who
has been in the field for 15 years, and is used to
previous methods that have been modified and
are now new for him as well.
The next step is to test the sample and transmit
data to the KTM center to analyze in order for
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the team to continue with the research on this
sample tomorrow. After thoroughly testing and
studying the river sample, the data is entered
in StandardFit and uploaded to the central
KTM database for the project managers and
collaborators to view and analyze. In order to
visualize the data and compare it with previous
studies they can utilize the EvaluWidget. This
dashboard visualization tool is a quick and
easy way for many people to work with new
information.

Project
Researchers

Project
Managers

India

KTM
China

When the team at KTM is ready to publicize the
test analysis, they post them to the KTM database
where all global researchers have access through
their StandardFit. When new information has
been posted a signal is activated to notify users.
Sara and Ted are then able to move forward with
the study and use the analyzed data to guide their
next steps in the research process.

S. Africa

Since they rely on StandardFit for all their
communication needs, a full charged battery is
crucial to beginning a long day. When Ted woke
up early to the sun beating down through his
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Standard-

Water Quality
Climate Assessment

Location:

Air Quality

Temperature:

GROUNDWA-

1

Obtain 50 ml

2

Apply test strip

3

Remove after 15
1.0
0.8
0.6

Date:

Waste Generation

Water Quality

Groundwater

Ground Water

1.0

Drinking Water

0.6

Surface Water

0.2

0.8

0.4

0.0

0.4
0.2
0.0

STOP

StandardFit

0

10

0

Depth Meter
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Today approximately 3% of the
world’s water is used by industry,
4% by the domestic sector, and
93% by the agricultural sector
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PRIORITY PLAN
has been little done to effectively regulate the
crops that can be grown in threatened regions,
and furthermore that crops such as cotton – a
large consumer of water and one of the most
toxic agricultural products (due to pesticide use)
– is still subsidized by the US government as the
largest world exporter of cotton.

Discussion:
Agricultural development in geographical world
regions is not currently controlled under policy
regulations – that is to say that the agrarian
sector can choose what to grow and where to
grow it, regardless of whether selected crops are
appropriate for their respective regions. The fact
that 93% of the world’s annual consumption of
drinking water is utilized by this sector each year,
according to a United Nations Environmental
Program (UNEP) study from 2004, highlights the
urgency of addressing efficient agricultural water
management as global warming impacts bring
increased stress to water supply.

An case demonstrating impacts of inefficient
agriculture has been well documented in
Uzbekistan at the Aral Sea. This body of water
has been studied extensively over the past 50+
years as it reduced from being the 4th largest lake
in the world, to a minute fraction of its original
self. What once fueled an enormous export fishing
economy has since desertified, reducing the sea’s
fish population so drastically that the industry
can no longer exist. Regional economy has since
shifted to cotton since the country is the 2nd
largest exporter in the world. In these years of
change, thousands of regional inhabitants have
been forced to migrate elsewhere in search of
work, food and water.
The Aral Sea, while it is slowly making a
comeback in the northern Kazakhstani side, is

Many studies have been conducted in the US
and around the world, to quantify the amount
of water needed to grow various crops. These
studies have shown that, for example, on average
155 liters of water are used in the production
of 1 kilogram of beef in the US. Acknowledging
such statistics, we can begin to consider the
effectiveness of raising cattle in some of the
world’s hottest, driest regions. Having proven
such statistics, it is surprising then that there
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still suffering greatly in the southern Uzbekistani
side. It is just one in dozens of similar scenarios
playing out in China, Niger and Cameroon in
West Africa, and many other global regions. It
serves as a model for the far-reaching impacts
of desertification, causing drastic shifts in socioeconomic structures leading to the subsequent
migration of a new kind of refugee, referred to as
‘Environmental Refugee’.

Severe
Drought

In response to these circumstances, the role of
PriorityPlan is first to establish a drought threat
severity scale. The severity scale objectively
quantifies degree of threat based on available
water for the essential purposes of the domestic,
industrial and agricultural sector of a given
region. As drought develops and water becomes
scarce in the designated region, priority of usage
relatively shifts to assure no interruptions take
place in serving the region’s essential and critical
functions.

No
Drought

In this respect, PriorityPlan implements
safeguards for water allocation, promoting
efficiency among the most stressed regions of
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land by securing rights to water only for those
within the sectors who optimize their water
usage in accordance with proven industrial or
agricultural standards. By designating regional
drought severity threat levels in conjunction
with a list of acceptable uses for the varying
degrees of severity, the governing body overseeing
enforcement of PriorityPlan does not need to
exert regulatory force on an ongoing basis, but
rather more effectively, to divert water away from
inefficient uses only during times of drought. The
looming uncertainty of non-sustainable access
to water by inefficient players in the agricultural
and industrial sectors is therefore expected to
induce shifts in certain industrial and agricultural
producers, to more efficient designation of landuse by farmers who would otherwise continue
growing cotton or raising cattle where resources
are scarce.
Helping to define zoning allocation of
PriorityPlan is a soil moisture content scanning
technology called M-Soft. This remote sensing
technology compiles satellite generated earth
density scans with a secondary level of data
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Kazakhstan

Uzbekistan

Shrinking of the Aral Sea:
Socioeconomic Impacts
Current water zone (2001)
Dry zone & unusable areas (original 1960
shores)
Cotton & rice, widely irrigated		
Fish imports
Cotton & rice exports
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M- SOFT
Discussion:
M-Soft: Helping to define zoning allocation of
PriorityPlan is a soil moisture content scanning
technology called M-Soft. This remote sensing
technology compiles satellite generated earth
density scans with a secondary level of data
gathered on storm movements throughout the
year. An algorithm merging the two sets of data
then models annual water expectancy in relation
to predicted flows into underground aquifers,
illustrating a graphic mapping of water content in
underground stocks. In this manner we can better
illustrate regional water availability and devise
accurate prioritization plans as to the regions that
are well-off with an abundance of water, versus
those which are likely to suffer from the impacts
of drought.
Satellite Generated Model
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TRADE RIGHTS
Discussion:
TradeRights: State-promoted initiatives
encouraging the trade of water priority rights
between riparian landowners and surrounding
non-agricultural communities who otherwise
require the construction of large, costly reservoirs
to collect sufficient drinking water to meet statecode requirements.
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Trading farmers’ irrigation
rights to provide more for nonagriculture uses reduces crop
yields
Increase in streamflow for nonagricultural sector reduces
reservoir size requirements
		
Savings in reservoir construction
and maintenance offset cost of
subsidizing crop differential

Total annual
Total annual

Reservoir
requirement for
outlying cities

See appendix for case study:
Water Resource Bull
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SALTFARMS
Discussion:
Leasing agreement between laboratories
developing crops for hotter, drier regions, and
land-holders in regions with rising water salinity
levels. Farmers are able to lease their land for
testing and development of crops adaptive to
the harsh conditions of hotter, drier and saltier
regions. Crops yielded are then sold by the
farmer. Due to the unpredictable nature of testing,
the percentage of the fields which do not produce
a yield, are then insured by to the farmer by the
leasing company/laboratory.

Normal
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SOLAR FARMS
Discussion:
More than 70% of the earth’s dryland is affected
by desertification. Its long-term impacts lead to
the migration each year by tens of thousands of
people in search of new sources of water or new
work opportunities to assure income generation
and support their families. Communities of many of
these global hot-zones currently rely on crops such
as cotton or rice as their economic foundation and
subsistence.

Properties:

Features:

• Government subsidies of

• Growth through joint

Photovoltaic (PV) technology
• Low-cost PV cells
• Micro-Financing
institutions to fund project
development

entrepreneurial venture
• Income from sales of
electricity instead of current
crops
• Implemented PV
technology to harvest solar
power
• Trade of electricity for food
w/neighboring communities
• Growth of business as
income is generated
• Enables reduction in use of
water for inefficient crops
• Provides sustainable
livelihood to prevent
migration due to
desertification

While such crops may be easy to develop since so
much previous infrastructure exists, as is the case of
Uzbekistan, the world’s second largest producer of
cotton export, their growth and specific irrigation
needs prove to be extremely inefficient for longterm sustenance where water shortages are already
plaguing the regions.
In more developed regions of the world, including
Holland and Germany, political and social interest
has already begun to show signs that policy is
moving to protect the few resources of water we do
have currently have at our disposal. This signals that
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over time, such policies as PriorityRights may well
become a reality, clamping down on the development
of inefficient agriculture and industry in regions
threatened by severe drought.

of SolarFarms makes this more of a mid-range
solution as opposed to short-term.
The use of micro-financing models, as proven
successful throughout developing regions of the
world, namely India, South Africa and Brazil,
can function to create ownership and increased
entrepreneurial activity around PV technology.
Members of a surrounding community can gather
collectively to establish group credit, making them
jointly accountable for the repayment of loans
necessary to purchase the required PV panels.

As an alternative to farmers losing rights to water
usage due to inefficiency, a new toolkit has been
developed, including SolarFarms, which seeks
to provide a socio-economic shift in line with
the resources available to many of the world’s
hottest regions. Where the sun is abundant and
water is scarce, there is logic in making use of the
sustainability of the first, rather than the fragility of
the latter. As any new technology to an unfamiliar
arena, SolarFarms’ introduction will benefit greatly
from government subsidy to promote the use of
photovoltaic (PV) technology, targeted for regions
showing optimal climatic conditions.

Aside from the cost of ownership, it is expected that
many difficulties lay in the transition of a socioeconomic structure to a new foundation. Amongst
these difficulties is the challenge of instilling the
concept of PV panels and their capabilities, in the
minds of farmers who come from generations of
previous farmers, used to a particular way of doing
things and weary of change. Several advantages
exist in helping to integrate PV technology in this
respect. First is the apparent fact that continuing to
do things as they’ve done over previous decades is
proving exceedingly more difficult due to climatic
conditions and deteriorating water supply. Current

While the prices of producing PV panels are still
fairly high, recent years have brought on increased
competition and efficiency that is making the
panels increasingly more attractive. Still, the fact
that a substantial degree of ground-work must be
established in order to assure successful integration
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Scenario:

farmers are well-aware of the growing challenges
and are familiar with the consequences as many
farmers have already had to shift to new kinds of
crops or entirely different lines of work. Second
is interesting opportunity in the metaphorical
relationship between farming of cotton or rice, with
the farming of the sun. One form produces cotton to
sell in the marketplace, the second produces energy.
Oppositional friction or other apprehension may be
minimized in promoting acceptance of SolarFarms.
Lastly, the efficient orientation, ‘planting’ PV panels
in rows that mimic agrarian planting schemes
of traditional agricultural plots, will add to the
metaphorical relationship helping undeveloped
regions possibly to more easily accept the concept.

Gabdurafih is a fourth generation farmer coming
from a long line of ancestors who lived before him
in a small village in Uzbekistan, to the south of the
Aral Sea. In recent years, Gabdurafih has had to make
some difficult decisions; as was the case with his
forefathers decades ago. The Aral Sea once sustained
entire villages, with enough fish to serve as the region’s
main export, and sufficient quantities to feed villagers,
requiring very little subsistence agricultural plots to
grow various crops for supplemented consumption.
Over the years that followed the Aral Sea began to
shrink inward due to man-made irrigation channels
and evaporation that took place faster than could be
replenished by annual rainfall and inlet rivers. Soon
after, fish stocks in the sea were so greatly reduced
that it was no longer a sufficient export to maintain
adjacent fishing communities. During this period
a drastic shift in socio-economic structure took
place, where fishermen left their trade in pursuit of
agricultural development. A great influence in crop
selection came from the fact that Uzbekistan is the
world’s second largest exporter of cotton. Since this
market was so established in the rest of the country,
it made logical sense to move in this direction as well.

A large portion of the energy generated by the
SolarFarms is sold to the regional electric grid. A
small portion is traded with other regional farmers in
exchange for food cultivated on the fewer remaining
agricultural farms. Income generated is divided by
community members after gradual repayment of
micro-loans. Over time, farms can grow and expand
in capacity. So long as there is sun, the enterprises
will remain sustainable.
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Still, thousands of fishermen who did not or could not
change their ways transplanted their families, either
in new regions near waters where they could continue
fishing, or in larger cities in hopes of finding new lines
of work.

the installation of large photovoltaic (PV) panels in
place of the cotton plants. A community meeting was
hosted by a regional micro-financing institution, to
educate farmers about PV technology and the benefits
of SolarFarms. The information was introduced
using metaphors that created close similarities between
this new kind of farming and the community’s
experience farming cotton.

Those who remained further developed irrigation
channels as well as dams in attempt to ensure a
consistent supply of water to their crops. As this
practice continued, Gabdurafih found his crops
performing more poorly. Salinity levels in the Aral
Sea rose as salt concentration increased with greater
evaporation. Gabdurafih found
himself with few options. Unlike his ancestors before
him, he did no see a clear option in growing a new
crop, since fish were scarce and water was already
an issue in supplying the current crop. He considered
uprooting his family -- a daunting task. Where would
they go? What would he do for work? His entire life
he has only known cotton farming.

Next came the question of paying for the installation
of these large pieces of technology. The microfinancier, with assistance of government subsidies,
offered to provide credit to each group of ten
community members interested in embarking in the
development of a SolarFarm. Loans to the groups of
villagers could be repaid over time. To make matters
even more attractive, the micro-financier provided
training to educate groups on installation and
maintenance procedures to assure the upkeep of their
PV investments.

As of late there has been word around the village of
a new kind of farming that did not rely on water.
SolarFarms were the talk of the village as various
community members had already began to collect
information on this new farming method. It called for

Gabdurafih was excited to convert his land for
SolarFarming. The security of a community effort
helped to assure that everyone with stakes in the
success of the endeavor would help to assure its
growth. A large portion of the electricity generated
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Scenario:
Farmer John is a fourth generation cotton farmer
living in West Texas along the Colorado River.
Since his childhood days helping out his father
during harvest times, John was always involved in
some way or another with the work around their
family farm. Now into his fifth season on his own
land, John’s gotten fairly comfortable managing
operations of the dozen or so employees that
help keep things running smoothly. This season
they are very hopeful some fresh rains will come
through and slightly cooler temperatures since
the previous year’s drought wiped out so much of
their crop yield.

(USDA). The two men exchange glances, as Tom
clenches his lips just before saying, “Looks like
PriorityPlan has finally been approved. I’m sorry
John. The whole community’s a bit on edge
today.”
In fact, with so much talk in the news over the
past several months about the USDA PriorityPlan
initiative, John was quite ready for this letter
to come any day – it was just a matter of time.
Reviewing the letter closely, John studies an
enclosed image entitled, M-Soft - Soil Moisture
Content Mapping. Right before him he sees
a graphic depiction of his land from an aerial
photograph. There is a light yellowish-orange
wash of color directly over his cotton farm. The
key to the right indicates moisture content in the
soil, ranging from Green to Blue, then Yellow, all
the way to a deep Red. Red is marked as ‘Severe
Drought Threat,’ while Green, on the bottom is
marked as, ‘Low Drought Threat.’ The condition
of John’s land falls directly in the center at this
point.

One Tuesday afternoon, taking a break from an
extended morning haul John sees the mailman,
Tom, approaching. Tom doesn’t appear his usual
cheerful self. He’s carrying a large envelope
with him. John notices Tom’s mail-cart with
more of these identical large envelopes in the
distribution packets to the rest of the cotton
farmers in the area. As he approaches, John takes
the envelope from Tom’s hand. It’s post-marked
from the United States Department of Agriculture
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to this are several other options listed, including
TradeRights, SaltCrops and SolarFarms, offering
a variety of solutions that will be discussed in a
town-hall meeting at the end of the month.

“in an area prone to severe drought due to
decreased rainfall, increased farming impacts
on the resources from irrigation of cotton farm
expansion, and a growing regional population.”
Needless to say, John could have told them of this
ages ago – his father began having problems with
crop yield years back, but the family down-sized
their employees and farm size, and survived since
with some heavy subsidies from the government.
In fact, the whole cotton farming town relies on
these subsidies in order to make ends meet – it’s
the only way to put food on the table.

Sources:
Fact Sheet on US Cotton Subsidies and Cotton
Production, by Will Allen, February 2004

John is faced with a very difficult decision. If he
chooses to continue farming cotton on this land
and another drought should occur, his property
will be on the list to lose priority rights to their
water. The entire crop would be affected and
no subsidies would help them then. The costs
of shifting to another form of agriculture would
be enormous! Somewhere half-way down the
letter though, it states that the government will
be offering financial assistance to those choosing
to change their crops for those proven to be
‘efficient drought-zoned agriculture’. In addition
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URBAN AGRICULTURE INITIATIVES
Discussion:
Current researches have found that growing sweet
potatoes on roofs is an effective way to combat
the high heat island phenomenon found in urban
centers. Sweet potatoes have the advantage of
growing fast, and the plants’ large and numerous
leaves offer more shade than the usual grass
and small trees. The thick blanket of leaves
also allows 50 percent more water to evaporate
compared with grass covering the same area,
absorbing more heat in the process. Trials have
shown that with a roof surface temperature of
130°F, the temperature under the sweet potato
leaves can be as low as 86°F.
Obviously, green roof is an effective way that
helps to keep buildings cool during hot weather
in urban centers. Other benefits include the
establishment of habitat at roof level and
protection of the roof membrane. It could also be
an example for education program highlighting
the benefits of environment protection and
sustainable building strategies.

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World

Properties:

Features:

• Green Roof Project is

• Green Roof Project is

a policy that promotes
growing vegetation of
building-roofs in urban
areas.
• Small-Scale Urban Farming
is a policy that promotes
growing organic foods on
any small-scale available
space or land such as garden,
balcony or courtyard in
urban areas.
• Large-Scale Urban Farming
is an agriculture policy that
promotes large-scale local
organic farms in or close to
urban areas.
• NewLand is a policy that
promotes farmers to work
for urban organic farms.

a policy that promotes
growing vegetation of
building-roofs in urban
areas.
• Small-Scale Urban Farming
is a policy that promotes
growing organic foods on
any small-scale available
space or land such as garden,
balcony or courtyard in
urban areas.
• Large-Scale Urban Farming
is an agriculture policy that
promotes large-scale local
organic farms in or close to
urban areas.
• NewLand is a policy that
promotes farmers to work
for urban organic farms.
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The city government needs to develop a series of
policies as Green Roof Project to promote green
roof for relieving urban heat island effect. First,
techniques, products and technology for green
roof should be shared and frequently updated
on AdaptiveNet so that citizens can refer to
the information and apply green roof to their
buildings (or houses). For example, plants grown
on roof could be either edible plants such as sweet
potatoes or landscaping plants such as grass or
trees. Rainwater collection devices should also
be proposed so that valuable drinking water
can be saved. Second, the government should
provide incentive that promote roof (space)
sharing and labor sharing for gardening on rooftops. This incentive is beneficial for those who
has roof space but has difficulty in developing
or maintaining green roof, and for those who
can work on gardening but has no roof (space).
Besides, the city government should provide
financial support such as tax reduction, and/or
help those who want to sell their organic crops
grown on building roofs.

Adapting to a Hotter, Drier World

City Government

Promotion

Incentives

Techniques
Products
Technology

Roof Sharing
Labor Sharing
Sell Help

Green Roof
Project

The current industrial agriculture system is
accountable for high energy costs for the
transportation of foodstuffs. According to San
Diego’s Community Forest Advisory Board, 95%
of the food produced within the United States
is exported, while 95% of the food eaten in the
United States is imported. The energy used to
transport food would be greatly decreased if
urban agriculture could provide the US cities with
locally-grown food. In addition, organic farming
produces the same yields of corn and soybeans as
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such as orange that no other farms produce. The
incentive system will provide the farm with funds,
experts, techniques and machinery necessary for
planting orange. In this way, differentiating the
agriculture products among urban farms help
make the city more self-sufficient. The incentive
system can help the urban farms sell their fresh
organic agriculture products in the markets. For
example, a green ID and tax reduction can be
assigned to every agriculture products produced
by local urban farms so that consumers can
recognize green foods and pay less for better
foods. It is also a good way to propagate the
advantage of organic foods and sustainable
agriculture to consumers in the city. Further, the
incentives could also promote urban agricultural
methods, education of Sustainability and help to
grow local economy. For example, each urban
farm can be a consulting center for supporting
each family, building or community that applies
Small-Scale Urban Farming. Students, researchers
and farmers can go to urban farms and learn how
to plant sustainable crops. Tourists can spend
their holidays in urban farms and experience rural
and organic lifestyle.

does conventional farming, but uses 30 percent
less energy, less water and no pesticides, a review
of a 22-year farming trial study concludes.
Accordingly, urban farming that promote food
security in cities is one way adapting to hot,
drier world. In a city of any kind, it is easy to
find a lot of land or space for Small-Scale Urban
Farming. For example, the apartment balcony,
garden, building roof, community courtyard and
any other arable land could be a place growing
additional organic foods for daily consumption.
If every family, building and/or community can
practice sustainable agriculture, they can help
make themselves partially self-sufficient. If larger
arable land or space is available, it is possible
to develop Large-Scale Urban Farming. It
contributes to both food security and food safety:
local organic urban farms not only increases the
amount of food available to people living in cities
but also allows fresh vegetables and fruits to be
made available to urban consumers.
Also, the city government should provide
incentives for developing both small-scale and
large-scale urban farms For example, if one farm
is going to grow a specific kind of new crop,
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NEWLAND
scale urban farming. He will be assigned with
several arable lands or spaces such as building
roofs, garden or courtyard on which he can grow
organic foods. If he is capable of and willing in
large-scale farming, he will be assigned to a urban
farm for which he can contribute his skills and
labor.

Discussion: Cities that are serious about
introducing urban agriculture face the problem
that there is no ready labor force to produce food.
To solve this problem, NewLand encourage
farmers whose land is suffering desertification to
work on urban farms instead.
As the warming continues, heat waves will be
more frequent and more intense. Droughts and
wildfires will occur more often. These natural
disasters will result in both agriculture damage
and the expansion of desertification. For the
farmers who suffer severe agriculture damage due
to drought or desertification, NewLand provides
those farmers with new arable land so they can
keep producing crops. With more stable yields
and an expected income, farmers have second
chance to feed the population. For example,
if a farmer has to decide not to cultivate in the
next growing seasons (or years) due to long-term
drought or desertification. NewLand will help the
farmer to relocate to any nearby city he prefers.
If the farmer is capable of and willing in small-
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In addition, Stable yields, expected income and
incentives such as agriculture insurance, reduction
in taxation and loan interests encourage farmers
to keep growing food. This way, these farmers
who lost their arable land can still work on
feeding the population.
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City Government

NEWLAND
Incentives

Incentives

Practices & Methods
New Crops
Sales Promotion

Practices & Methods
Land Sharing
Labor Sharing

Large-Scale
Urban Farming

Small-Scale
Urban Farming

Food Supply

More Self-Sufficiency

Farmers Relocation

NewLand
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Scenario:
Terry is a full-time faculty teaching microeconomics in a big city. Because he needs to
work in the day time during which, as well, the
temperature always goes up to 100°F as a result
of global warming, Terry usually goes shopping
foods with his wife in the evening. It is very
convenient for him to buy fresh foods in his
neighborhood. There are five sustainable farms
in the city. Those farmers just spend half to
one hour shipping fresh organic foods to every
supermarket in the city twice a day.

buying locally grown and produced organic foods
saves fuel, reduces carbon dioxide and keeps
money in local community. Also, consumers pay
less money for better organic foods because the
transportation costs are reduced.
Currently, Terry is working on a project,
Urban Agriculture. One of its purposes is to
differentiate the agriculture products among the
five sustainable farms so that they can dedicate
to their particular crops and help make the city
more self-sufficient. Terry has proposed to the
mayor that there should be an incentive system
whose duty is to promote agricultural methods
for each sustainable farm. For example, if one
farm is going to grow new crop, such as sugar
cane, which other farms don’t produce, the
incentive system should provide the farm with
experts, techniques and machinery necessary for
planting sugar cane. Besides, the city government
should also help each urban farm to sell their
fresh organic foods and look for more labor or
farmers working for urban farms. Terry said,
as temperature rises, the farmers working on

Terry is a persistent organic consumer who
supports local farmers markets. In class, he
always convinces students that the benefit of
local sustainable farming is not just because
organic foods are good for health. In fact, the
average meal in the United States travels 1,200
miles from the farm to consumers’ plates. But
local farming reduces energy required to grow
and transport the food to consumers by 20%.
Especially, organic farm capture and store much
more carbon dioxide than conventional farm. In
other word, as a way adapting to global warming,
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conventional farms must suffer agriculture
damage due to desertification. If we can relocate
those farmers into cities and encourage them to
work on urban organic farming. The additional
labor for urban agriculture can be supplied.

holidays in the farms and experience rural and organic
lifestyle. Local urban agriculture not only feed the
whole city but also grows local economy.

Next, Terry is going to promote small-scale urban
farming, especially on building roofs. Terry says,
in Japan, people living in big cities have started
growing sweet potatoes on roofs. Growing sweet
potatoes not only provides additional foods
for daily consumption but also makes building
roof cool during hot weather in urban centers.
Actually, the existing large-scale urban farms can
be consulting centers for supporting each family,
building and/or community that applies smallscale urban agriculture on building roofs.
Therefore, it is optimistic that, in the near future,
Urban AgriCulture Project is going to successfully
promote sustainable agriculture in this city. The five
paradigmatic farms will also provide both educational
and economical merits. That is, students and farmers can go to these five farms and learn how to plant
sustainable crops. Citizens and tourists can spend their
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ZONED EVACUATION
Discussion:
Evacuation occurs only when a serious threat to public safety exists. The Worst Case Scenario in a Hotter/Drier World to evacuate is when wildfire is out of
control or the power outage during heat wave, which
happened in St. Louis and Chicago, 2006 summer.

Properties:

Features:

• An emergency evacuation
plan
• Planned evacuation Route
• Zoned evacuation schedule

• Evacuate by disaster

“After Storms Knock Out Power During Heat Wave
National Guard Sent to Evacuate People in St. Louis
---- Jul 20, 2006”
“In Chicago, an early morning cable failure in south
side,
The city government well aware that 700 Chicagoans
had died in the 1995 heat wave, so this time, make
the quick decision to evacuate 1200 residents— many
of them elderly —to cooling centers. ---- In August 2,
2006”

severity
• Evacuate by different level
of severity
• Evacuate by capacity of
transportation
• Identify the evacuation
priority to manage traffic
• Announce when and where

to go

On October 30, 2006, the American Highway Users
Alliance provides The Emergency Evacuation Report
Card 2006, which announced that automobiles is the
principal evacuation resource for urban areas evacuation.
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Three factors are used to evaluate evacuation capacity:
Exit Capacity, Internal Traffic Flow, and 3 Automobile Access.
In addition, problems addresses in evacuation are: no
evacuation destination in worst scenario of disaster,
chaos of transportation slow down the evacuation,
and unprepared evacuation increase the threat of
disaster.
Zoned Evacuation helps retreat mass of residents
on different routes in a short time. Each zone has its
evacuation priority and path, which controls traffic capacity. Zoned evacuation route, priority and
schedule are based on different level of severity and
capacity of transportation. License Plate Zoning is a
Zone ID identifies the priority to manage traffic. For
elderly people who need to reach safety in a time of
crisis, Special Needs Registry.net provides support for
evacuation. Government uses the registry database to
arrange transportation and shelter plans. MediBox
provides first-aid for relieving heat stroke by offering
wet towels and electrolyte liquids.
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Scenario:
Bob is a retired high school biology teacher; he
currently is a volunteer in Nation Forest Park. He
enjoys walking in the forest path and watches over
these rare species forest. He needs to reports unfamiliar symptoms, like tree disease or any artificial damage to the Forest management department. Owing
to the impact of global warming, during the drought
season, once the wild fire occurs, he was trained to
report to the fire department and local government
immediately.
According to the scale of wildfire and the concern of
public safety and health, once the wildfire is out of
control, the local government will start to evacuate
residents by the severity and priority based on Zoned
Evacuation plan. The emergency operation center is
established, by using AutoAlert, a web-based warning notification system, to announce the evacuation
schedule and real time disaster warning message,
especially to those who have signed up on Special
Needs Registry. net, special needs transportation and
shelter is prepared. During the evacuation, the police
officer can check Zone ID to manage traffic.
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MEDI PORT
Discussion:
During the evacuation in hotter/drier world,
the governments provide public transportation
service for evacuation. Buses and trains are used
to evacuate people to temporary shelters. While
emergency evacuation, the passenger should pay
attention to their health condition, especially the
symptoms of heat stroke and heat exhaustion.
MediBox provides first-aid for relieving heat
stroke by offering wet towels and electrolyte
liquids. MediBox is prepared by the emergency
operation center to bus station, temporary
shelters and train stations. It is composed with an
Ice-box which contains water to wet towers and
bath towers. Besides the wet towers, electrolyte
liquids are also provided for passengers who feel
dizzy. On the cover of the Medibox, an user
guide and check list is attached, simple direction
for the bus drier to know when and how to use
the MediBox.

Properties:
• User Guide and check list
• An portable Ice-Box
• Several towers and bath
towers
• Water
• Bottles of electrolyte
liquids

Scenario:
This is not bold scenario text
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Features:
• Clear directions reminds
the driver and passengers
watch out for their body
condition during heat wave
evacuation
• Provide first aid for the
passengers who suffer heat
exhaustion and heat stroke
• Cool down the body
temperature by covering
the wet tower and wet bath
towers
• Supply electrolyte liquids
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ZONE ID
Discussion:
A zone ID on the licence plate to help control the
traffic flow during evacuation.

Properties:

Features:

• Zone evacuation schedule
• Different zone evacuation

• Control the traffic flow at

priority
• Check-points at Highway
entrance
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SPECIAL-NEED REGISTRY
Discussion:
• For elderly people who need to reach safety
in a time of crisis, Special-need Registry.net
provides support for evacuation
•

Government uses the registry to arrange
transportation and shelter plans
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Properties:

Features:

• Statewide special-needs

• Update data by networking

registry
• Hot lines to register for
special needs shelters

with health care agencies,
hospitals, nursing homes,
pharmacies
• Use the registries to set up
transportation and sheltering
plans
• Getting people to sign
up for teaming up with
neighborhoods
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SPECIAL-NEED REGISTRY
Will you be accompanied to a shelter by a caregiver or family member? F yes Fno

Special Needs Registry

If yes, How Many?

Transportation and Special Needs Shelter Application
Emergency Evacuation Registry

Last Name:
FMale

First Name:

Telephone #:

(

)

-

Primary Spoken Language: Arabic Chinese English French German Greek Hebrew
(circle one)
Italian Japanese Korean Portuguese Russian Spanish

MI:
-

Date of Birth:

FFemale

Can you take care of yourself? F yes F no

Do you have pets? F yes F no

Your Height:

-

Do you live alone? Fyes Fno

Street Address:

Apt #:

City:

Zip:

Your Weight:

Impairment? FDeaf F Hearing F Blind F Visually F Oxygen Dependent
Name of medical supplier:
Tx: (

)

-

Dialysis Dependant: Fyes F no

Home Type: FMobile / Manufactured FSingle Family FAPT / Condo FRV

If yes how often?

Required Medications:

Name of Mobile Home Park:

Please provide dosage
information

Community or Subdivision Name:
Shelter Requirements ( If you need to go to a shelter where would you go)

Impairment Category B

Alzheimer’s

FStaying Home F Regular Shelter F Special Needs Shelter F Stay with family/friends

(circle all that apply)

Colostomy
Ileostomy
Dementia
Diabetes
Emphysema
G-tube
Hearing
Incontinence
Catheter
Multiple Sclerosis
Osteoporosis
Muscular Dystrophy
Paralyzed
Parkinson’s
Stroke
Walker/wheelchair/cane/crutches

Impairment Category C

Contagious/Infection
Full Term Pregnancy
Ventilator Dependant

Transportation Requirements
F None F To Shelter F To Family/Friends F To Nursing Home F To Hospital
Emergency Contact
Name:

Telephone #: (

)

-

(circle all that apply)

Telephone #: (

)

-

Note: When complete please send this form to :

Dementia

Cardiac

Cerebral Palsy

Bed bound
Psychosis
Seizures

Cardiac
Total Paralysis

Primary Doctor
Name:

I certify that the above information is correct. I understand that I am responsible for all expenses associated with
medical evacuation and shelter at a hospital, nursing facility or for any specialized equipment needed in a special
needs shelter.

Do you receive care through a State Agency? F yes Fno
Telephone #: (

Agency:
Do you receive care at home ?

)

-

)

-

I hereby grant permission to the Kane County Office of Emergency Management to release this information to
other emergency response or human service agencies or officials. I also give local law enforcement and/or
medical personnel permission to enter my home in case of an emergency.

F yes Fno

Agency:
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AUTO ALERT
Discussion:
Every year, disasters caused by weather, climate
and water-related hazards impact on communities
around the world, leading to loss of human life,
destruction of social and economic infrastructure
and degradation of already fragile ecosystems.
According to the article written by Maryam
Golnaraghi from ‘The Environmental Times’,
statistics from the Centre for Research on
the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED) at the
university of Leuven, Belgium, reveal that from
1992-2001, about 90% of natural disasters were
meteorological or hydrological in origin; the
resulting economic losses were estimated at $446
billion, or about 65% of all damage caused by
natural disasters.

Properties:

Features:

• A web-based pre-warning

• Predict extremely

notification system
• Database to restore
prenotification lists of
person’s contact methods
and communication avenue
• Site Specific Shelter
Information Center
• Warning notification
assessment tool in the
extremely active events by
hotter, drier climate change

active hotter, drier
seasonHD(Hotter, Drier)
AutoAlert
• Network dispersed alert
system
• Coordinate with widely
dispersed emergency
personnel
• Expedite prenotification
process across country areas
Send message to the built
communication avenue
• Send out automatic
notification message on
prenotification list
• Automatically try the next
option on the person’s record
in case the system doesn’t get
response through a person’s
land line

In facing hotter, drier weather conditions, the
main natural hazard are its extreme temperature,
drought and famine from water scarcity due to
the hotter, drier climate crisis. “With drought
causing between $6 billion and $8 billion a year
in direct estimated losses”(source: National
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Climatic Data Center/NOAA) to the U.S.
economy and devastating impacts on society, we
cannot overlook the need for science to predict,
monitor and mitigate this phenomenon. By
creating a comprehensive drought information
network and alert system for any kind of
extreme weather conditions and for its secondary
effects caused by hotter, drier climate crisis. HD
Deteclimate Center, HD AutoAlert, and HD
AlertFind provide warning notification tools for
dealing with situations of extreme temperatures
and drought conditions that have ravaged and
will severely be ravaged.
HD(hotter, drier) Deteclimate detect the sign of
extreme temperature changes and sign of a storm
brewing in hotter, drier areas. HD DeteClimate is
weather service practice to give an early heads-up
to local first responder for urban/suburban and
sand storm-spotting teams before the national
agency issues a public warning about impending
weather dangers. These few minute of lead time
can give emergency personnel time to get their
operations centers in order before a possible
heavy sand storm of calls and requests from the
public.
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HD AutoAlert is warning notification system
developed by KTM Center, which also specializes
in tools for backing up and restoring e-mail in
the event of power outages or extremely active
hotter, drier climate crisis season. Using HD
AutoAlert, a web-based system that uses no extra
software, its warning notification messages can
automatically send out to the HD AlertFind(HD
AutoAlert’s sub system element)’s prenotification
lists by transmitting to all of the registered users’
communication avenues at once. The registered
users, who input their contact lists at HD
AlertFind database in HD AutoAlert warning
notification system, can program (customize/
prioritize) the HD AutoFind system to try the
contacts on escalating basis. The escalating
basis is systemized at HD AutoFind in case the
system doesn’t get a response through a person’s
land line, it would then automatically try the
next option on that registered users’ record
- cell phone, fax, MSN/AOL messenger, Flickr,
blackberry and keep going down the list until
it reached the persons or someone designated
as a backup contract either by putting PIN
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number when they register to HD AutoAlert, or
answering to their secret questions (i.e. who is
your favorite actor? Where city were you born?
what’s the name of your high school that you
graduated?). The HD AutoAlert system permits a
way of communications. The warning notification
requires that people respond to affirm that they
have received message via phone either pressing
certain key or password, or certain words of voice
action to ensure that the intended person not
simply whoever happened to answer the phone.
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- Monitor climate condition
- Predict extremely active
hotter/drier season and days

AUTOALERT

- Coordinate with widely dispersed

emergency personnel
HD AlertFind

- Expedite prenotification process
across country areas

Register on

Prenotification List 1

HD AutoAlert

HD AutoAlert

Profile of
____________
____________

Escalating Basis
Contact Lists

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

Prenotification List 2
HD AutoAlert
Family No.
_________________
_________________
_________________
Friends No.
_________________
_________________
_________________
Friends No.
_________________
_________________
_________________

HD AlertFind
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CJ Chou

- Send message to the built communication avenue
- Send out automatic notification
message on prenotificatin list
- Trasmit to person’s comunication
avenue at once
- Back up and restore email in the
event of disaster
- Program the system to contacts
on escalating basis
- Automatically try the next option
on the person’s record in case the
system doesn’t get repnse through
person landine
a person’s
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SITESHELTER.ORG
Discussion:
Relevant trends for the desertification caused by
climate changes; a. Among many global problem
sites, Sana’a, Yemen’s capital, has doubled its
population on average every six years since 1972
and now stands at 900,000. The aquifer on
which the city depends is falling by 6 meters a
year, and may be exhausted by 2010, according
to the World Bank. b. In China, the Gobi desert
expands more than 10,000 square kilometers per
year, threatening many villages. c. Oxford-based
expert Norman Myers says Morocco, Tunisia
and Libya each lose over 1,000 square kilometers
of productive land annually to desertification. d,
In Egypt, half of irrigated croplands suffer from
salinization, while in Turkey 160,000 square
kilometers of farmlands is affected by soil erosion.
e. In the United States, Louisiana now loses
roughly 65 square kilometers per year to erosion
by the sea, while in Alaska 213 communities are
threatened by tides that creep roughly 3 meters
further inland each year. f. The low-lying Pacific
island state of Tuvalu has struck an agreement
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Properties:

Features:

• Resource data base for

• Develop networking for

temporary/short term
shelters
• Guideline and instruction
of ‘Do It Yourself’
construction
• Site Specific Shelter
Information Center
• Construction instruction
transmission service to SMS
or over web
• List of globally dispersed
regional community
contractors
• End user feedback on
outcome of site shelter
construction

various types of local/citywide/community in hotter,
drier crisis, facilitating the
dissemination of information
on support needs and sharing
of best practice.
Community preparation
• Provide information to
communities in advance of
dispersal
• shelter to environmental
refugee communities in
various impacts from hotter/
drier climate crisis
• Provide guideline
and instruction of DIY
construction
• resource outreach to
connect the disconnected
environmental refugees
• End user feedback
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solution), area range, time needed to spend,
human power need, shelter life cycle period,
material used, tools needed to built the shelter.
At the next page from SiteShelter.org, the
information continues such as; functional use(i.
e. dwelling/public utility, benefits of the solution
of the shelter. After reviewing all information,
and finalizing the process to find best suitable
materials to build for temporary/short shelter
according to environmental conditions due to
hotter, drier climate crisis, users have two options
in transmitting the instruction of building site
specific shelter; a. viewing the instruction by pdf
format on the web, b. transferring the document
to user’s cell phone by SMS. Also there’s customer
feedback section that users share their feedbacks
and questions, and reply on each one.

with New Zealand to accept its 11,600 citizens in
the event rising sea levels swamp the country.
The environmental refugee, driven from their
homes by natural disasters, drought, flood,
famine, and other environmental causes,
environmental refugees seem to be growing in
number across the globe.
across the globe.
According to report from Tearfund, UK based
relief and development agency on Monday,
October 30, 2006, “Today, some 25 million
people have already been forced to leave their
homes due to environmental problems. This
number could become as high as 200 million by
mid-century as the impacts of climate change
cause water shortages around world”.
In SiteShelter.org, first page, there is housing levels
such as; Rural Housing, Mid Level, Prefab, and
High End for various kinds of temporary/short
shelters that can be built with the region’s specific
materials that users can find easily. There’s also
description of user’s selected localized solutions
of the shelters. In the first page, there’s also choice
of languages, other users’ review(rating on the
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Scenario:
Mukerjee who is currently working as professor
in Chicago. He came to United State 8 years ago
from south side India and had Ph.D. study. Now
Mukerjee taught Anthropology class in University
of Chicago over 5 years. One of his student, Trina
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from North side of India, took Mukerjee’s class
and went back to his home country. Mukerjee
read article from New York Times that “due to
the hotter, drier climate change crisis, 30 millions
of north Indians who lived surround Ganges
river now became environmental refugees and
migrating to look for coastal regions or rivers”.
Mukerjee heard the SiteShelter.org web site
from one his colleague at University of Chicago.
Mukerjee worries about Trina who went back to
India and lives at north side of India. Mukerjee
goes SiteShelter.org on the web. Mukerjee clicks
on bamboo shelter and read information as
following.
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Mukerjee also go over reading second page.
Mukerjee noticed that there are not much
bamboo near where Trina lives. So he checks out
another shelter, Mongolian tent that is portable
housing that have been used by the nomads
of Tibet. Mukerjee decides to transfer the
Mongolian tent solution’s construction instruction
data to Trina by SMS.
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At next page, he types Trina’s cell phone
number, his relatives in India, and regional
contractors who has cell-phone and reach for the
environmental refugees. Then, Mukerjee clicks on
‘Send’.
Trina, in situation of being one of environmental
refugees in the north side of India on the way of
migrating to look for safe place, receives SMS
from Mukerjee in United States. According to the
instruction, Trina and her brothers and her family
start to build the Mongolian tent step by step
for her family’s temporary shelter to stay. After
spending about 6 hours, Trina and her family
finish the construction.
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SiteShelter.org supports globally dispersed
environmental refugees due to hotter, drier
climate crisis by providing solutions; localized
materials that can build regional temporary/short
shelters, shelter construction data transmission
by SMS to regional contractors whoever has cell
phones and who can help other environmental
refugees who either don’t have cell-phones or
phone connections.
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SiteShelter.org connects globally dispersed
disconnected environmental refugees due to the
hotter, drier climate change, and provides housing
(shelter) solutions that can be easily and quickly
built with easily discoverable materials from their
regions.
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ADAPTIVE NET
Discussion:
In an era of information overload we respond
to clear, simple channels of information that
minimize clutter and maximize benefits in our
lives. AdaptiveNet is a centralized concentration
of information relative to urban adaptation for
a hotter, drier world. Acknowledging the busy
nature of life in an urban context, it brings
together proven methods and technologies to
address issues ranging from resource consumption
to disease prevention in response to expected
and unforeseen effects of global warming. The
AdaptiveNet platform is virtual, accessible by
internet from any computer. Its resources can be
accessed according to the specific area of urban
setting required by the user, for example: home;
work; outdoors, etc.

AdapTools

example, a technological solution available only
in European format, without UL listing, would
likely not be offered to an American clientele.
Likewise, a solution relating to disease carrying
mosquitoes unique to African geographic
conditions, unless proven to spread outwards,
will not be offered to European clientele.

Since the needs of a European user will likely
be quite varied from those of a North American
user, individuals can create profiles and log-in
upon each visit. In this way, featured information
remains relative to region-specific needs – for
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ADAP TIPS

PEST-PEDIA

Discussion:
On one end of AdaptiveNet is a section called
AdapTips. Here users will have access to a
variety of information in the form of ‘tips’ to
assist in changing their habits or introducing
simple solutions to their environment in response
to various threats. AdapTips are posted both
by AdaptiveNet development teams as well as
registered users. This recognizes the power of
open networks in developing highly relevant and
unexpected solutions to prominent challenges. It
provides a voice for someone in a remote region
to offer information on their adaptive methods
that would have otherwise not had a platform to
be heard.

Pest-Pedia is one example of the type of
information to be accessed through AdapTips. It
plans for the foreseen implications where natural
systems meet the urban context in circumstances
resulting from global warming. As an illustration
of the concept, in many regions of the world,
shortened winters resulting from global warming
make it easier for disease-carrying pests to survive
into the spring. To address such a scenario, PestPedia offers a collection of expert-researched
adaptive methods, as well as recommendations
through online postings by registered users. An
incorporated feedback forum allows site visitors
to rate solutions or provide opinions.
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PEST-PEDIA
Pest-Pedia is one example of the type of
information to be accessed through AdapTips. It
plans for the foreseen implications where natural
systems meet the urban context in circumstances
resulting from global warming. As an illustration
of the concept, in many regions of the world,
shortened winters resulting from global warming
make it easier for disease-carrying pests to survive
into the spring. To address such a scenario, PestPedia offers a collection of expert-researched
adaptive methods, as well as recommendations
through online postings by registered users. An
incorporated feedback forum allows site visitors
to rate solutions or provide opinions.
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Properties:

Features:

An open platform Network
with related public/private
sector
• Disease control and
prevention operation
• Campaigns and
competitions for sharing pest
control techniques

• Provide information on
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diseases that thrive in hotter,
drier conditions
• Encourage public sharing
of passive techniques against
epidemics
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ADAPT TOOLS

JUST RIGHT

Discussion:
AdaptiveNet’s secondary branch, AdapTools,
serves to provide tangible, product-based
solutions. In this forum, tested and proven
technologies, from efficient cooling systems to
water conservation devices, are made easily
accessible to users. Partially due to low turn-over,
the cost of green technologies is currently higher
than that of comparable non-green products. It is
intended that through increased exposure and the
consolidation of many distributors of sustainable
technologies, raised competition levels and ease
of accessibility to consumers will drive down
prices of these technologies. In addition to this,
and due to greater exposure, a more educated
consumer market can then filter out less effective
solutions and guide manufacturers to meeting
real consumer needs. To facilitate this goal, aside
from expert reviews published by AdaptiveNet
development teams, registered users will be able
to post reviews, opinions and replies regarding
products they’ve purchased.

Discussion:
An example of a product technology to be
featured on AdapTools is JustRight. Research
shows that millions of gallons of drinking water
are wasted each year as people let their water flow
while waiting for it to reach the right temperature
for brushing teeth, washing dishes or taking a
shower. JustRight is a digital temperature readout
with heating elements to be installed directly into
any faucet plumbing system. Users simply dial
the desired temperature and turn the water on.
The heating element mixes hot and cold water to
precisely the desired temperature, cutting down
on wasted water.
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JUST RIGHT

Dial desired temperature then turn on
faucet
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GREEN ID
Discussion:
A key benefit of AdaptiveNet is the content
development teams and reviewers who approve
all solutions proposed on the web platform.
Working in close collaboration with the findings
of the Knowledge Transfer Management
(KTM) Center, AdaptiveNet researchers are
able to propose only solutions that address
the most relevant of challenges facing resource
conservation and consumption, as well as
adaptation methods. AdapTools and AdapTips
demonstrating highest degrees of relevancy,
efficiency and performance, are awarded the
Green ID distinction, allowing them to stand out
from the rest in online listings with increased
exposure and ‘featured’ status.

Green

I.D.
of solutions will relate directly to energy and
water usage. As is the case with any technical
product requiring complex installation, the
general public tends more often than not to find
such requirements as barriers to incorporation
for homes or offices. Through InstallAssist,
AdaptiveNet includes a listing of regional product
installation specialists to assist customers through
the implementation phase of complex technology
solutions. Installers advertise their services on
banners built into the website, and are ranked
and reviewed by users following completion or
product installations.

InstallAssist
Since many solutions of adaptation to life in
a hotter, drier world involve conservation and
increased efficiency in resource consumption
rates, it is expected that an extensive portion
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INSTALL ASSIST

ADAPT TRUTH

Since many solutions of adaptation to life in
a hotter, drier world involve conservation and
increased efficiency in resource consumption
rates, it is expected that an extensive portion
of solutions will relate directly to energy and
water usage. As is the case with any technical
product requiring complex installation, the
general public tends more often than not to find
such requirements as barriers to incorporation
for homes or offices. Through InstallAssist,
AdaptiveNet includes a listing of regional product
installation specialists to assist customers through
the implementation phase of complex technology
solutions. Installers advertise their services on
banners built into the website, and are ranked
and reviewed by users following completion or
product installations.

Lack of justification for the high up-front costs
of ‘green technologies’ has been a major barrier
to their market success. AdaptiveTools includes
a convenient graphing tool that visually displays
customers’ monthly expenditures on a given
utility (i.e. water, electricity, gas), and overlays an
‘expected deviation’ to demonstrate over what
duration of time customers can expect to see
financial benefits for their up-front investments.
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Scenario:
It was another stinging, hot summer morning
when Tom left home to catch the train for work.
Even though it was just 8.30am, after walking
a single block down the street Tom was already
feeling beads of sweat forming on the back of
his neck. Remembering just then that he has a
meeting at 9.15 with one of his clients, Tom made
a promise to himself to never again wear light
colored shirts during the summer – how would he
possibly have time to clean up the sweat patches
before the meeting?

During his lunch break at the office that
afternoon, Tom jumped on the computer to see
what AdaptiveNet was all about. As the page
uploaded he was prompted to log in or create
a user profile. Selecting the profile option, Tom
inputted: ‘Home Country: United States > State:
Illinois > City: Chicago’. The profiling tool
continued, guiding Tom through a series of simple
questions about his household size, the amount
of time he spends at home each week, how many
cars he owned, etc. The entire process took 5
minutes.

Boarding the cramped train, Tom barely stood,
pressed between three men, all taller than him,
meaning there wasn’t much hope for fresh air in
the stuffy train car. One stop before his office,
two of the gentlemen standing before him got
off. Just at this moment, staring him in the face
was an advertising bill posted on the inside of the
train, saying, “Feeling the sting of another hot
train ride? Solutions for refuge await you at www.
AdaptiveNet.com.” Quickly, Tom pulled his train
ticket from his coat pocket and wrote down the
information just as the train pulled up to his stop.
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Now into the main page of the site, Tom read
through the sections, “Water …Gas …Cooling
…Planting …Electricity.” He clicked directly
to ‘Cooling.’ A featured AdapTool appeared,
entitled ‘Cool Wool’ – a new engineered wool,
designed to keep you cool and dry in hot summer
heat. “Wow!” thought Tom, “Who would have
thought wool could do this?” – this is exactly
what he was looking for. The product detail went
on to describe the qualities of the fine wool fiber
and their benefits. Tom was excited. He would
now wear light colors during the summer.
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‘Cool Wool’. He told her all about JustRight and
how it could begin to save them money on their
utility bills. When she realized JustRight had to
do with installation to their home plumbing,
she put the brakes on the discussion, knowing
full well her husband was far from a handyman around the house. Meanwhile Tom, on the
other end of the phone, glancing a second time
at his computer screen, noticed an advertisement
banner across the top of the page, reading,
“JustRight installation specialists! Lowest prices
guaranteed!” This sealed the deal – with a fullinstallation package made conveniently available
with the purchase of the product, Tom and
Kelly had the unit installed in their kitchen and
bathroom sink as well as the main line for the
shower.

After completing the Cool Wool sweater
transaction, Tom took a moment to explore the
rest of the website. Scrolling through the ‘Water’
section, all sorts of thoughts came to mind. A
product for water conservation appeared, called
JustRight. Tom considered his last water and
heating bill. Ever since the regional drought
warning came into effect, water prices have been
quite high. This product was awarded the Green
ID recognition by the research and development
teams of AdaptiveNet. Customer feedback gave
it rave reviews, with 4½ out of 5 stars. Even
with such wonderful reviews, Tom still wasn’t
convinced about the product – the price was so
high! Then he saw the AdapTrue graphing of
JustRight. It showed Tom’s monthly water and
heating bill with an overlay of the expected cost
reductions over a 12-month period. Clear as day,
it was now apparent that JustRight would begin
to pay for itself after only 8 months.
Tom never decides on issues of domestic relevance
without prior discussion with his wife. He called
Kelly to tell her about the day’s wonderful turn of
events; from his sweaty train ride to discovering
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RAINFLOWER BED
Discussion:
Residential irrigation can account for 40% of
domestic water consumption in a town. Rain
barrels store water, and help decrease demand
during the hot summer months. Collection of
water can provide an ample supply of free ‘soft
water’ containing no chlorine, lime or calcium.
Because it tends to have fewer sediment and
dissolved salts than city water, rain water is
ideal for a multitude of applications, including
biodynamic and organic vegetable gardens,
raised planter beds for botanicals, indoor plants
like ferns and orchids, automobile washing, and
cleaning household windows.
Saving water in this manner will reduce the
demand for treated tap water, and save money by
lowering homeowner’s monthly bills. Rain water
collection will also help decrease the burden on
water treatment facilities and municipal drainage
systems during storms. The storage of rain
water can also be used for general emergency
preparedness or for areas prone to disasters or
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Properties:
° Collects rainwater
° Filters rainwater
° Attaches to any window
sill
° Inexpensive and accessible
to public
° Gallons of water can be
stored
° Reduces homeowner’s
water bill
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Features:
° Fully screened to prevent
mosquito infestation
° Lower water supply cost
° Relives some stress on
underground aquifers
° Home beautification
° Reduces municipal costs
of supplying water regionally
° Water is diverted from the
storm sewer system
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their collection on a small scale. They may be
intimidated be the idea and see it as a chore rather
then a benefit. They are nervous about the water
quality and engineering behind it.
There are often many questions from first time
rain harvesters such as, How do you harvest
rainwater?, What is the best way of harvesting
rain?, Why should I harvest rainwater?, Do I
need pumps to harvest rainwater?, How big are
rain barrels?, and, Is water quality a problem in
rainwater systems?

drought.
People living in small communities often do not
have much space to set up a rain collection barrel
for their personal use. Ground space is tight and
people are reluctant to set up an unattractive
barrel on their front lawn, even if this means
they will be saving money and helping the
environment. The RainFlowerbed is a solution
that will not interfere with the landscape, but it
will enhance the beauty of a home by proving a
space to grow attractive flowers and herbs. Many
homeowners already have hanging beds from
their windows, so this solution will only enhance
the benefits of these flower beds. The water
collected and filtered through the beds can be
used to water the rest of the garden or be taken
indoors to water indoor plants or be used to wash
clothing, dishes, or for household cleaning.

The RainFlowerBed system is a simple way for
people to experience rain harvesting without
investing too much time or money up-front. They
can purchase the RainFlowerBed at the local WalMart or Target store and can even return it if they
are unsatisfied.

It is often difficult for homeowners to understand
whether or not a rainwater harvesting system is
right for them, and which features and types of
materials they prefer. RainFlowerbeds provide
a cheap and convenient solution for people who
are novice rain harvesters and just want to start
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Scenario:
Susan is a Whole Foods shopper who loves the
outdoors and spending time with her children.
She is a marathon runner who doesn’t go a day
without exercise. Biking is her sole means of
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individuals and resources to help along the way.
While simultaneously getting into organic foods,
home care, and organic health care, the process
of discovering what worked took many years and
open, warm dialogue with their physician. Along
their journey Susan and Fernando connected with
a community of shared interest ad overpowering
support.

transport to and from work. Being a vegetarian
and extremely health conscious, she tries to
raise an organic vegetable garden in her yard
most summers, but is usually unsuccessful, only
yielding a few tomatoes and rotten peppers.
She even feeds her dog organic food, and buys her
clothing at thrift shops. She developed an organic
lifestyle expressions company, www.imorganic.
com that celebrates the choice for organic and
encourages people to tell the world about the
impact they can have. Susan believes being
organic includes more than a practice of eating
or buying organic, it embraces a way of living, an
attitude, a whole awareness. Eating organic helps
her feel better, more energized, and less stressed.

Recently, Susan has been trying to save water
in the home by reusing the water from rinsing
produce to water houseplants, taking shorter
showers, bathing her young children together,
only running her dishwasher and washing
machine when they are full, and turning off
the water while brushing her teeth. She is now
interested in rainwater collection to irrigate her
vegetable garden this summer and her indoor
herb garden.
Susan has seen advertisements on t.v. for rain
barrels and other collection containers, but is
disinclined to purchase one due to her limited
yard space and the horrible appearance of the
barrels. Last summer she designed her own
collection bucket but the water was attracting

Susan came to organic choices from health
concerns for her children; they sought a higher
quality of life as a family. Over the years, she
and her husband Fernando have seen the shift
in the public awareness. What was once the
cordoned off corner of hippie-dom now emerges
as the normal thing to do. Susan and Fernando
stumbled onto new things over the years, finding
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RAINFLOWER BED
so many insects and pests to the yard and was
more work then she wanted. This summer she is
looking for a new solution.
While perusing the gardening isle at Wal-Mart
she came across the RainFlowerBed. The catchy
name caught her attention. After reading the
packaging, she decided to try this out. This
would be a wonderful way to grow her herb
garden right outside her kitchen window, while
at the same time, harvesting some rainwater

Rainwater filtered through
Water used for home use
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ZEBRATOP
Discussion:
ZebraTop is a porous rooftop cement application
for urban high rise buildings. The porous cement
is a rainwater collection solution for cities.
Rainwater that is usually funneled through gutters
and flushed into underground sewage systems is
now being collected directly on rooftops. The
water is filtered through the porous cement and
stored in the buildings’ existing water tanks. The
cement is painted with black and white stripes
which is a proven method to keep buildings
cooler.
Rainwater Harvesting is the collection of water
that would otherwise have gone down the
drainage system, into the ground or been lost
to the atmosphere through evaporation. Large
surfaces such as roofs or driveways are ideal
for rainwater harvesting and can provide up to
100m3 per annum from a medium sized area
and can be used to flush the toilet, water gardens
and even fuel the washing machine. Rainwater
harvesting systems can be installed in both new
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Properties:
° Absorbs rainwater
° Filters rainwater
° Cools high rise buildings
° Absorbs and reflects sun’s
rays
° Micro Vortices create
wind currents to cool
rooftops
° Gallons of water can be
collected from an inch of
rain
° Cheap way to cool building and save energy
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Features:
° Improves indoor comfort
° Reduces cooling energy
use and high utility bills
° Reduce air pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions
° Increases independence
and water security
° Lower water supply cost
° Reduces urban flooding
° Relief of strain on city
water supply
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pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.

and existing buildings, and the resulting water
used for all purposes except drinking.

ZebraTops is a rooftop solution which is a
combination of rain water harvesting system and
a cool roof solution. The new concrete applied
to roof tops is made out of a porous concrete
that absorbs rainwater. The rain is soaked and
absorbed through micro pores in the surface
and filtered through the cement. The filtered
water then flows through the buildings existing
infrastructure to be stored in the buildings tanks,
either under-ground or in tanks on the roof.
This water can be used to flush the toilet, water
gardens and even fuel the washing machine.

A large proportion of the daily water use is for
non-potable sources, so it may be cost effective
to look at using a less intensively treated water
supply for uses such as toilet flushing. An
obvious example of this is rainwater harvesting.
Rainwater can be collected from the roof,
passed through a coarse filter and then stored in
underground tanks before being used for toilet
flushing. Depending upon factors such as roof
area, rainfall, storage capacity and non-potable
water uses, businesses could expect to reduce
their mains water bill by 40%. For every inch of
rain, about 600 gallons of water can be collected
from 1,000 sq.ft. of roof area.
Cool roof systems with high reflectance and
emittance stay up to 70°F cooler than traditional
materials during peak summer weather. Benefits
of cool roofs include reduced building heat-gain
and saving on summertime air conditioning
expenditures. By minimizing energy use, cool
roofs do more than save money, they reduce
the demand for electric power and resulting air
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Porous, or permeable, pavements benefit from
the cooling effect of evaporation. The ZebraTop
also acts as a cooling surface for a high rise. The
black and white stripe pattern, borrowed from the
Zebra’s skin acts as a cooling agent. The black
stripes absorb the sun’s rays, while the white
stripes reflect the solar energy. This contrasting
energy transfer produces micro vortices which
keep the roof top much cooler then a typical
solid surface would. The micro vortices or tiny
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wind currents act as micro fans on top of the
roof which reduce the overall temperature of the
building.
Scenario:

The city of Chicago has set its goal to harvest
as much rainwater this year as possible in
anticipation of the predicted heat wave the
Midwest will experience this summer. With
the expected increase in temperature and dry
conditions, the city is concerned about the water
supply and its ability to support its residents.
Extreme heat also means increased energy
consumption and stress for buildings to keep the
residents cool in the city. The common, existing
black asphalt cement rooftops are heat absorption
surfaces that only increase the buildings
temperature, making the air conditioners work
even harder and consume more power.

In cities like Chicago and New York experience
unusually hot summertime temperatures,
increased levels of illness and death are predicted.
In contrast, parts of the country that are mild to
hot year-round have a lower public health risk
from excessive heat. Residents of southern cities,
such as Miami, tend to be acclimated to hot
weather conditions and therefore less vulnerable.
Summertime heat can pose a threat indoors as
well as outdoors. Residents in buildings that
have dark-colored, heat-absorbing rooftops
and no air conditioning may be at risk for
temperature-related health complications. Poor
wall and ceiling insulation are other factors that
may contribute to increased heat transfer to the
indoors.
Building owners and residents can take simple
steps to reduce heat islands and exposure to
excessive heat.
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Mayor Daly offers an incentive for building
managers to install the new ZebraTop to
their buildings. Although this is a timely and
expensive process, Mayor Daly offers to pay
half of all water and energy bills during the
month of August 2008 for all buildings who
install ZebraTops. This promise from the mayor
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demonstrated his commitment to helping the
residents of Chicago as well as his support of
building owners.
When buildings install the new ZebraTop roof
system they are saving residents a great amount
of money and helping the city conserve water
and energy in times of extreme heat. When the
city becomes so hot, the city fears the existing
infrastructure may not be able to support all
residents. When individual buildings and
residents make measures to reduce energy and
water consumption, the entire city will benefit.
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ZEBRATOP

Cooling
Micro Vortices

Micro Vortices create small
wind currents which cool
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During rains, porous concrete
rooftops filter water to holding
tanks
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NEW WATER

Properties:

Features:

Discussion:

Installing a non potable
water faucet next to potable
water faucet

° Provide reclaimed water for
toilet flushing
° Provide reclaimed water for car
washing
° Provide reclaimed water for
Garden irrigation
° Provide reclaimed water golf
course
° Provide reclaimed water for
sports fields
° Provide reclaimed water for
cemeteries
° Provide reclaimed water for
urban beautification
To Business
° Provide reclaimed water for
commercial car washes
° Provide reclaimed water for
paper mills
° Provide reclaimed water for
mine
° Provide reclaimed water for
petroleum refineries
° Provide reclaimed water for
manufactures of concrete,
bricks, textiles, metals and paint
° Provide reclaimed water for
road construction companies

Treating wastewater for reuse (from rain water collection,
storm water catchment, agriculture water utilization, industry water utilization, business water utilization, residential and community water utilization, and even from
seater) is becoming an economically attractive option,
because it conserves drinking water. The applications of
using reclaimed and recycled water can be distributed to
various areas in agriculture, industry, business, and residential and community.

In agriculture utilization, various levels of the
purified water can be sued for growing crops
(fruits, vegetables, cotton, and sugarcane:
tomato, corn,, potato, broccoli, spinach, snap
bean, cotton, sugarcane). In industry utilization,
the water can be uses in boiler-feed water, wash
down and cleaning, flushing toilet and urinals,
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ancillary uses (i.e. dust suppression and irrigation
of grounds). In business utilization, it can be
used in such areas; commercial car washes, paper
mills, mine, petroleum refineries, power stations,
manufactures of concrete, bricks, textiles, metals
and paint, road construction companies, tourist
resorts, distilleries and wineries). In residential
and community applications, it can be used in
toilet flushing, car washing, cleaning, garden
irrigation, golf course, sports fields, cemeteries,
parks, freeway landscaping, urban beautification,
recreational purpose (i.e. artificial lake for
boating: need to take into account the degree of
body contact with water).
As simple solution for providing the recycled and
reclaimed water, NEWater faucets can be simply
installed next to normal faucets by simply saying
“this is for non-potable uses” for wherever they
are.
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Non-Potable
Water

Potable

NEWater
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POWER ON
Discussion:
On July 13, 2004, disaster was about to strike Shanghai. As temperatures climbed above 35 degrees
Celsius, and air conditioners were going full blast, the
power grid threatened to collapse. By order of the
government, all the colorful lights that in China symbolize success and wealth had to be turned off. 1,200
companies in this business and financial center were
ordered to shift the business day to nighttime hours, a
time when the power grid is not overloaded.
Because rising temperatures could increase energy
needed for air conditioning, the peak demand of
electrical load in big cities would result in the collapse
of power grid. To prevent this danger, Power Suspension is an effective way to alleviate peak power
demand. It is an intentionally-engineered electrical power outage, caused by insufficient available
resources to meet prevailing demand for electricity.
Technically, there are three types of power suspension:
Blackout on days, prioritized blackout and rolling
blackouts. Blackout on days means, for example, a
city may lost power supply at Sunday night because of
the maintenance of power grid. In this case, the power
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Properties:
° Power Suspension is a way
to enforce districts in a
designated city take turns
to be of power outage.
° NightShift, ordered by
government, is a period of
days during which specific
peoples need to work at
night.
° Plug in Stand is a public
facility powered by green
energy, used to charge
electric appliances and
batteries.
° FeelIt is a public campaign
to make citizens personally experience the impacts
of hotter, drier conditions.
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Features:
° Relief the crisis of accidental power outage in urban
areas.
° Mitigate the peak of
power demand during day
time.
° Provide public with green
powered charger just like
a power vending machine.
° Make people experience
hotter, drier impacts by
enforcing them to turn off
air conditioners and open
windows for hours on
designated days.
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company has to issue the alert before power outage so
that residents have time to well prepare for it. Seldom
disaster or damage takes place due to blackout on designated days. Prioritized blackout means each area in
a city has different risk of power supply interruption
according to the importance of the area. For example,
areas in which there is medical center, police and fire
department, or city hall must be prioritized zones and
wont be blackout. The other areas far from city centers may take more risk to be blackout.

“high risk” zones. If there is still a shortfall once all
the high risk zones have had power cut, then the “mod
irate risk” zones start experiencing power cuts. The
level of risk in each zone changes from “Low” to
“Moderate” to “High” and back to “Low”.

Rolling blackout means a city needs to be well divided
into several areas that take turn to blackout. For
example, the power company has a zone rota system
in place. The city is divided into regions which in
turn are subdivided into zones. During periods when
blackouts may occur, advertisements are placed in the
national newspapers informing residents which region
and zone they are in, and at what times of the day
they have a high, moderate or low risk of supply interruption. Of course, “priority line” is given to those
important organizations such as hospitals that don’t
lose power at all. The authorities appeal to the public
to conserve electricity, especially during hours of peak
demand. However, if and when electricity demand
exceeds available supply, is cut in some or all of the
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Further, for preventing power outage in the entire
urban area, several measures can be done. For example, the government can order to turn off all the
unnecessary lights and/or shift the business day to
nighttime hours during which the power grid is not
overloaded. Based on the scenario of blackout in the
daytime, it is reasonable to apply NightShift to those
who can work over night. In fact, if people can work
during night time in the summer, they must consume
less electricity. Because the temperature goes down
after sunset, thermostat can be moved up or even the
air conditioners can be turned off. Almost half of the
energy we use in our homes goes to cooling and heating. Efficient control the thermostat helps save a great
amount of power. However, it needs government’s
enforcement as well as incentives to encourage people
to work in the nighttime. For those people who are
willing to work in the nighttime, government’s incentives could be reduction in taxation, public transportation fare, mail fare, loan interest, etc.

energy is a convenient public facility for recharging
power. This power stand provides various sockets,
batteries and wind-up chargers that people can buy.
For example, for buying batteries, the consumer can
just exchange his flat battery to a charged one so that
he does not need to pay the battery fee. Therefore,
this power stand can recharge batteries for cellular
phone, radio to communicate or recharge electricity
for lighting or cooling. Just like a vending machine
or post box standing on the street, this power stand
should be located everywhere at main intersections of
roads, right out of main buildings, train stations or
other traffic centers. It’s power source is supplied by
both its own solar cells and green power plant. That
is, not dependent on conventional power source, it
will not fail during city-wide power outage or rolling
blackout. Besides, there is a generator cells designed
as transportable power blocks to move from one stand
to another, or installed onto electrical appliances.
During rolling blackouts, all sockets fail and all technology gadgets are useless. Wind-up Charger is one
of the important products you can buy at the power
stand. It is the perfect solution for going back to the
dark ages. It fixes failed modern technology with an
ancient solution. Just plug this magic gizmo into your

During blackout, all sockets fail and all technology
gadgets are useless if running out of battery. It is necessary to have power supply for emergency purpose
such as calling 911. To secure power supply during
rolling blackout, Plug In Stand powered by green
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phone (or anything else you need to charge) and wind
it up for some power! A three minute wind will give
about 8 minutes of talk time in the case of charging cellphone. Needless to say, this gizmo contains
several different kinds of sockets, outlets or adapters
so almost all appliances can be charged. For emergent purposes, it is necessary to have it wherever and
whenever. Every one should keep one in the car, in
the office, and/or at home in the emergency toolbox.
Parents should also give it to their kids so they are
able to contact each other after running out of batteries during blackouts.

turn off all the air conditioners from 4pm to 5pm on
every Friday in the summer. Also, the city government
needs to provide training and techniques for living in
hot circumstances. Therefore, people can physically
experience this serious problem of global warming and
indirectly motivate them to take action against it.

FeelIt is a series of public service campaigns to impact
a given society in a way that they will personally
experience the disaster context or worst-case scenario
in a hotter, drier world. It will likely be unpleasant,
but it is a way to educate people that they must face
this upcoming threats and try to contribute their own
efforts to prevent or adapt to it. For example, there
could be an Experiencing Day for the city of Chicago
to experience heat, dryness during a designated period
of time. All buildings in Chicago have to turn off air
conditioners on 1st August. Likewise, there could be
an regular activity, Open Window, which appeal all
buildings in Chicago to open all the windows and
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Jason is a 28 years old graduate student currently
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studying at the Institute of Design, IIT. Yesterday,
Thursday, 3rd May 2007, he completed the last assignment as a part of his graduate project. He went
to bed with excitement because he knew he will start
a new career in design industry. However, he forgot
there will be a rolling blackout in his neighborhood.
It seems he is going to experience a very unusual
school day on Friday.

buildings nearby, Jason and all residents in the same
district need to take high risk of power supply interruption. Only in this way, the power grid supplying
electricity to the whole city will not be collapsed.
As the sun rises, Jason’s apartment becomes extreme
hot. Without air condition due to the power outage,
Jason decided to go to school to use his computer and
enjoy cool air condition there. What disappoints him
is, there is another rolling blackout in the river north
area in which Jason’s school locates. Besides, Jason
notice that there is no other people at school today.
“Is today a holiday?” Jason asks himself. While his
confuse keeps bothering him, there is a security guard
shows up and asks him. “What are you doing here?
The city government has ordered to shift all classes
to nighttime hours. There is no power supply in this
building. You are not safe here.”

Right after breakfast, Jason comes up with that he
needs to submit his final report to Prof. Johnson.
When he opens the Internet browser, suddenly, power
outage happens. Jason supposes that there is something wrong on the power facility in his apartment.
So, he calls his lessor, Mr. Jordan. But, Mr. Jordan
tells him that the power outage takes place because
there is a rolling blackout from 9am to 11am in his
neighborhood. During this period of time, there is
no power supply. Jason comes up with that he forgot
to read the E-mail sent from the power company that
probably announced this power outage one week ago.
Jason has studied very hard in the recent weeks so that
he has no idea at all that Chicago city government decides to conduct rolling blackout since 4th May in this
summer. Because there is no important organizations
such as hospital, police department or governmental
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Then, Jason figures out that all schools influenced by
rolling blackout have to shift classes from the daytime
to the evening. On the way out of his school, Jason’s
cell phone is beeping. “Oh! No. Not now~” His
cell phone is running out of battery. Fortunately, his
school locates at downtown area where there are several power stands. Jason has never used power stand
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before. Because he thinks it must be very expensive to
buy a battery, for saving money, Jason decide to plug
his cellphone onto the socket for charging. He doesn’t
mind to stand by the power stand for a while under
this hot temperature. “Wow!” Jason is so surprised
that this power stand allows him to exchange his flat
battery for a charged one. In this way, Jason neither
need to stand there for a couple of minutes under the
hot temperature nor pay much for the battery. What
he pays is just for the electricity.

windows. The purpose of this event is to symbolically stop emitting CO2 and make citizen realize the
crisis of our environment. In addition, the new type
of power stand is also launched today. The mayor
awarded 10 green protectors with $1000 credits for
using the power stands. Last, some public organizations such as schools shift their business time to the
evening so that the peak demand of power can be
mitigated.
Obviously, what happened today is very weird to
Jason, but it is also a successful beginning to deal with
the impact of global warming.

Because no where Jason can go, he decides to go back
home. When walking on LaSalle street at 12pm, he
is so surprised at what he sees. It seems every people
are simultaneously ordered to open their windows. It
is weird to see this phenomenon especially under this
hot temperature in the summer time. After coming
home, with power supply, Jason surfs on Internet and
reads today’s Chicago News. Then, he figures out that
today is the first Friday in May. On this day, Chicago
city government has a series of campaign to address
hot weather impacts and advocate the importance
of stable power supply in the city of Chicago. The
rolling blackout firstly takes place in the morning.
The “Open Window” is a city-wide event that urges
citizen to turn off their air conditioners and open the
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project, analyzing the balance between regulatory
public policy versus private sector initiative
–driven solutions. While we came across plenty
of successes unique to each of the two realms, we
found that the concepts demonstrating highest
potential were designed to involve varying degrees
of collaboration between both public and private
sectors. The combinations of Government reach
with the entrepreneurial edge of private sector
initiatives, especially in less developed regions of
the world, provided the necessary foundation to
incentivize sustainable innovative solutions to
regions in need.

The most pressing issues of global warming are
not melting ice caps, emissions from factories or
cars on the road. Over the past 15 weeks we’ve
come to see the main challenge to inciting change
in a hotter, drier world stems from the failure
on part world leaders and the general public to
show true concern that this is a real threat. In this
respect this project on Massive Change serves as
a highly relevant document to catalog an essential
toolkit, mitigating wide-ranging obstacles through
adaptive, rather than preventative solutions.
Applying the rigorous methods of Structured
Planning, our approached sought to uncover the
essential needs and corresponding barriers to the
introduction of wide-reaching systemic solutions.
We soon came to realize that the agriculture
sector indeed proved to be an essential focal point
for the development of strategy. Throughout
the secondary research we attempted to answer
a question initially stated in one of our projectframing guidelines, “How should the portfolio
[of solutions] be positioned with respect to
authority/responsibility for implementation and
operation?” We consistently moved through the
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Several key elements of our adaptive toolkit
rely on a central research facility dedicated to
a globally networked approach, combining the
knowledge and experience of region-specific
researchers towards a singular database. One
element we find lacking in existing systems
– which accounts for the aforementioned point
of insufficiently low public acknowledgment
to global warming issues – is transparency of
information. Incorporated into our proposed
network is a data-gathering process that directs
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Conclusion, continued

certain parts of data toward researchers and
analysts, while other parts are dispersed directly
to the public realm. This approach simultaneously
educates the public while informing the
advancement of multiple key system elements
throughout the project.
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